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Soludons tor global problems
By BRIAN SMITU
News Editor
~

'

.
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Kareem Adams answers questions by Miss
UCF Kristin Cimcock. Adams won the title
and a $1,000 scholarship.

Students compete
for title of Mr. UCF
By NATALIE NATALE
Staff Writer

The quest for the 1998_Mr. UCF title began in .
the Student Center Auditorium at 8 p.m. on Oct.
22. Ten contestants showed up to compete for a
$1,000 scholarship and the title of Mr. UCF.
By GWEN RHODES
The 10 men competed in four categofies:
Staff Writer
casual clothing, talent, formal wear and a wri-tten essay. The scenery for this year's Jup.gle _ In the summer of 1998, the UCF sociExpedition theme was created with bamboo, tiki
ology and anthropology department
candles and rain sounds. In the casual clothing
will become one of the few in the
category, the contestants walked across the stage
nation to offer ·a master's degree conin UCF spirit wear and introduced themselves to
centration in domestic violence.
the
audience.
"We looked at ways to improve
t
After the casual clothing competition, they
enrollment in the master's program and
competed in the talent contest.
wanted to find a way to focus our proTh~ aQdience watched everything from origi- , gram so that we could take our applied
nal guitar solos to Grieg's piano Concerto in A
sociology thinking and apply it to the
Minor. Other acts included the vocal solos:
community," said Dr. Lin Huff"Why God, Why?" -from the Broadway musical
Corzine, associate professor of socioloMiss Saigon, "Somewhere Over the Rainbow"
from The Wizard of Oz, "If Tomorrow Never
Comes" and ''Two of a Kind Working on a Full
House", two songs from Grammy award-winning country artist, Garth Brooks.
By JENNIFER LINDSTROM
During a 10 minute intermission, the masters
Staff Writer
of ceremony, Kristin Cimock and Brian Mciver~
sang "Hakuna ,Matata" from the Lion King.
As UCF's Nicholson School for
The audience was entertained by the UCF
Communication will be experiencing
golden tribal dancers, ~ree Budweiser frogs and
some changes with the opening of the
a movie screen, which provided a simultaneous
communications building and technolup-close version of the event.
ogy studios and labs, Central Florida's
The audience got to know the contestants on
media will, too, experience a great deal
an individual level by their personal videos. The
of change as we enter the new millencontestants revealed their hobbies and pastimes,
nium.
how they see themselves in 10 years and various
On Oct. 23, seven Central Florida
accounts of memories made at UCF.
news reporters, editors and other jourDuring the final evening wear competition, the
nalism professionals spoke at a forum
contestants wore tuxedos. Also, they drew ranin the Visual Arts building auditorium
dom questions from inside a pumpkin Cimock,
to UCF students about these changes
Miss UCF, held. The questions related to current
and how the media and the public will
collegiate issues. For instance: "If you were
be affected by it.
president of UCF, what would you do? Should
The forum was sponsored by the NSC
community service be . mandatory for graduaand was coordinated by UCF graduate
tion? Other than parking, what does UCF need
student Kathy Catron. The journalists
most?"
featured included: Todd Pack and
Derek Catron of The Orlando Sentinel,
See AND, Page 5

and vegetation height," Weishampel
said.
The project, which began in March, is
being conducted by scientists to determine where carbon dioxide goes after it
is released from a carbon source and

where it is being absorbed.
Bob Hoekstra, professor of industrial
engineering, explained how carbon
cjioxide affects the environment.
"Anytime you burn a carbon based
fuel you will increase global warming,"
Hoekstra said. "Carbon is released by
the burning of coal, wood and other
fossils (uels."
Hoekstra is involved with research to
develop a hydrogen/natural gas fuel to
limit the damage done -to the environment by industries and automobiles.
"C02 is the basis of the entire industrialized civilization," Hoekstra said.
"We went from being a country that
· produced smaller cars to producing
larger carbon burning vehicles."
The country doesn't care about the
amount of C02 that is being put into
the air, Hoekstra said.
Tue hydrogen/natural fuel is aimed at
See RESEARCH, Page 4

Sociology department offers courses in violence

-,

.

\,

As President Clinton puts the finishing touches on his Global Warming
proposal, UCF is taken initiatives to
limit environmental damage.
Clinton's proposal includes limiting
the emission of greenhouse gases by
2010 and spending about $5 million
over the next five years on energy-efficient technology and renewable energy
sources. Also, the proposal will offer
incentives to companies that cut emissions before 2008.
Several professors at UCF are
involved with various research on envi. ronmental problems that Clinton has
put in his proposal.
John Weishampel, biology professor,
is involved with the "Mission To Planet
Earth" project, which UCF is involved
with NASA to use orbiting lasers to

accurately measure changes in the
Earth's biomass. "UCF and NASA are
using the orbiting lasers to map forest

,,

gy and one of the program instructors.
Huff-Corzine said the program would
tie in well with the university's initiative for enhanced community-university relations.
"We wanted to provide a program that
was not available elsewhere in the university and that would r.equire a master's degree level background, HuffCorzine said.
"Domestic violence has become an
important issue nationwide and needs
to be addressed at the academic level,"
said Dr. Jay Corzine, sociology depart11

ment chairman. "The problem goes
beyond what happens in the home.
"There are a lot of long-reaching
effects," he said. "Studies have shown
that many children who have - been
abused often become abusers. There is
already a course on child abuse in the
social work department, but we wanted
to take the issue of domestic violence a
lot further.
"UCF does not have a real program or
even a cluster of courses dealing with
domestic violence at either an underSee MASTERS, Page 4

Forum gives insight to communication students
.
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Binge Drinking

tn·

Photo by PETER KUNDIS

The news forum answered questions from communication students.
anchor Scott Harris of Central Florida
News 13, producer Leanne Jakubowski
of WFTV-Channel 9, anchor Dennison
Keller, WFTV-Channel 9, Elliot Lewis
of WCPX-Channel 6 and Discover ·
Orlando producer Lisa Mills of WESH-

Fall~n

Computer Labs

Jason Heironimus warns students -· ~·· Computer labs are a necessity wit
about dangers of alcohol.
. 1.1.J UCF students.
'·~·I

'

z

-Page

Channel 2.
"We were pleased with the student
turnout and the caliber of questions that
were asked by the students, said
Catron. !'This group of journalists come
See LOCAL, Page 5
11

Knights

UCF suffers tough loss to another SEC
member.

-Page 20
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Computer labs a favorite stop on campus
By GWEN RHODES
Staff Writer

agreed that the labs are crowded
but said help is on the way.
"Students are experiencing
The number of people using the
some
waiting times during the
computer labs has grown as the
word has been passed around busiest times of the day," Witte
that every student has a free said. "We hope that some of the
Pegasus account.
problems will be helped with the
Those who need to write a arrival of new machines in a coupaper, use e-mail and Netscape ple of weeks and with the openor play games have begun com- ing of an additional lab in the
ing to the labs in increasing num- Computer Center two, room 113, .
bers.
when they get here.
Lab consultants are there to
"We plan to upgrade the main
help students with any problems lab, which is in the Computer
concerning the computer sys- Center two, room 104, which we
tems. As the number of students are going to call the West Lab.
using the labs has increased, so When the new lab opens, it will
has the workload for the consul- be the East Lab."
Witte and Amundrud said the
tants.
"Of course, the absolute worst busiest times of the day in the
time to try to get on a computer labs are when the most students
is when you need one the most," · are ·on campus.
said Tom Amundrud, a lab con"Usually from about 10 a.m.
sultant. "Like when you have a until 2 p.m. on Mondays,
paper due in an hour."
Wednesdays and Fridays we
Greg Witte, lab manager, have the most students trying to

wcmr- ~ aini ~
wi-t"" +he. <3ood

On one
Hl'-Pf>Y
BiRTH DA.'<,
MUFF!~

get
on
the
computers,"
Amundrud said. "Of course, the
best times are late at night,
Friday nights and weekends
because students don't want to be
working or on campus if they
don't have to be."
Sophomore Patrice Grier said
she tries to use the less crowded
computer labs.
"I haven't had a problem at any
time when I go to the lab in the
Education building," Grier said.
"But when I go to the main lab at
the Computer Center, I usually .
have to wait awhile."
Grier said she is comfortable
using either a Macintosh or an
IBM-based system.
"I just grab whichever one is
available," Grier said. "But usually the IBMs are the hardest
ones to get."
Amundrud said the IBMs are
in greater demand because more
people are familiar with them

than with Macintosh.
"If you're a first-time computer
user it's best to come in when we
aren't so busy," Amundrud said.
"Coming in for the first time during mid-terms and finals is a bad
time because in addition to being
during a crunch time in the labs,
there are a lot of other new users
all trying to learn at the same
time which makes it hard for the
consultants to help everyone
equally."
Amundrud said other than the
expected problems with logging
into the computer system, forgotten passwords, account-related
and software problems, many
students are not used to having to
work in such a public environment.
"And they don't want us hanging over their shoulders either,"
Amundrud said. "We try to help
them to the best of our ability. I
hope that they learn from the

mistakes they make but we are
there to help as needed.
"We are not required to be
experts in all the software, but
we do know about the basic systems and have learned some of
the programs we didn't know by
helping others. I learned a lot
about the Excel program from
helping others."
In addition to helping the students with their problems, the lab
consultants help to keep the flow
of traffic moving and keeping the
noise level down.
Witte said students are encouraged to use their free accounts
and seek the help of the lab consultants.
"If they do have a problem with
the labs, especially an accountrelated problem like being
locked out of the system, they
can get help in Computer Center
two, room 102, which is outside
the main lab," Witte said.
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UCF RUN & ROLL REGISTRATION FORM

Individual
Last Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
First N a m e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - : - Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _State

Celebratine Uniuersit~ of Central Florida~s Homecomine ~g7

Zip_ __

Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Sex _ _ _ _ __
#SS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Age_~--~-

UCF (Circle):

Sund a)}
November
9
at the
UCF Student Union

Student

Alumini

Faculty/staff

Teams
Prize drawings for teams with 5 or more entries in each
category! Each member must submit an Individual
Registration Form . Up to half of your organization's tear
can be family or friends. Circle your Team category:

= Company/Business
UCF Club/Organization
~,

t..J

Community Club/ Organization
Greek Organizations

Team Name_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Special guest appearance by KNIGHTRO!

Circle event(s) you are entering:
l SK Roll

1SK Skate Race. 5K Run. SK Fun Roll
Any two events: $15
All three events: $20
Add $5 after Nov. 5

8:00 1SK Skate: $12
9:00 SK Run: $12
9:30 SK Fun Roll: $7
add $3 after Nov. 5

Awesome T-shirts, door prizes, music, beverages,
refreshments and post race party by

E~!
ENTERTAINMENT

Ki1m's®

UCF Students, Staff, Alumni
$3 off each event
Awards
Individual & overall for 15K & 5K Run
Top 5 overall Male & Female for 5K Fun Roll
Top 3 overall Male & Female for all 3 races

-plrnria -

or by mail:
C!'Ystal Water

UCF Bookstore
Marrtot

Power Bar
TrtumPh

.u,TA \'ljTA
PO Box 1700
Deland FL 3272 l
(904) 736-0002

s

SK Fun Roll

M

L

Make checks payable to
student Wellness Advocate Team (SWAT)

XL

~
W~

Will you be renting a helment? _ __

All teams (community, corporate, and student) with five or more entries will be entered in the
drawings for $1 00 gift certificates to area restaurants.
UCF Greek teams with highest % pre-registered participation win $1 00 pizza parties.
Special prize drawings for UCF alumni.
Pre-Register at: UCF Wellness Center
823-5841

Shirt Size

SK Run

Safety equipment rental at race site
by Peter Glenn Ski & Sports

In consideration of this entry. I, the undersigned participant acknoWledge
am acquainted with the various lisks of participating in the Pegathon
Skate & 5K Fun Roll at UCF on November 9, 1997, including. but not limitE
the significant risk of serious personal injury. death. or peisonal pre
damage or destnJction. and assume for the above-named lndMdual a
and consequences associated with or arising in connection with
participation. I further attest and verify that I am physieally fit. have tr<
sufficiently for the compernion of this event. wilt wear approved safety hi
and that I am racing at my own risk.
1hereby agree to indemnify and hOld harmless the State of Florido. the I
of Regents of the State of Florida. and UCF. their employees. spc
beneficiaries. representatives. successors and assigns from and agaim
and oil claims. damages. actions. liability and expenses in connectior
any and all injuries suffered to me in this event.

I HAVE READ THIS CONSENT, ASSUMPTION OF RISK AND REL
FORM AND UNDERSTAND AND FULLY AGREE TO ITS CONTENTS.

Hard shell helmets are
required for all participants.
Race Day Registration begins at 7 AM
f pqec:~

'

...

Signature imustbesignedbypaent11under 1e1

Date

October 29, 1997
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By KATHIE BULLARD
Staff Writer
The Environmental Society has
started and it has numerous
activities to keep its members
busy.
After a period of dormancy, the
organization, which focuses on
the environmental conditions at
UCF, has been started by Dean
Ahrens, Joe Stuart and Dameron
Black.
Ahrens, club president, said the
Environmental Society's members can attend local meetings
and voice their concerns on projects and can try to make a difference in what the environment
is like on campus.
•
One concern of the group has
been the addition of '! temporary
parking lot by the CREOL building. The construction destroyed
the existence of the Rosemary
Scrub, which is a plant native to
Florida.
"The Rosemary Scrub is native
to high, dry lands that are also
perfect for building on," Black
said. "The wetlands are protected
by many laws, but the uplands
where most endangered animals
and plants live in Florida are not
protected."
The area was also used by
botanists and biology professors
to study plants in many different
experiments. Black said he dis-

approves of destroying an educational tool on a college campus
to build a parking lot.
Ahrens said he feels that most
students care about the state of
the environment but don't put
their time into it.
"We need more recycling bins
on campus among other
chat).ges," Ahrens said.
"It's not as bad as it could be
and not as good as we want it to,"
secretary Michelle Wagner said.
·In the past, the organization has
conducted clean-µp projects
along the Econlockhatchee
River. The Hidden River Park
provided members with free
canoes in return for picking up
trash and other litter in· the river.
The club is planning future projects for the year. Upcoming
events planned are a hiking trip
at the Hal Scott Regional
Preserve.
Ahrens said it is trying to work
with the Water Action Volunteers
(WAV), which is a group located
in Palatka. WAV samples the
water of any stream or other
water flow that connects with the
St.
Johns
River.
The
Environmental Society is working on getting the same treatment
for the Econ river.
Ahrens said the club is looking
forward to organizing Earth Day
on April 20. Shawn Lehoe, pres-

Sp~cial

to the FU~

Members of the Environmental Society lend a hand to clean up the Econlockhatchee River.
ident of the Circle K club, Alpha
Phi Omega and the Biology
Graduate Student Association,
said those clubs will also take
part.
Ahrens said an advantage to
being a member of the

Environmental Society is that
you get a chance to review construction projects before they
begin.
For example, the St. Johns
Water District allows the
Environmental Society to review

permits given to contractors to
build in the UCF area. When
Knights Krossing began construction, more storm drains
needed to be added and the
Environmental Society got to
review those plans .

•
•

•

Student Alumni A66ociation i~

a.

;;

I "'\'S

toget

•
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Benefita:

plugged

•Fun Social0
•Free Seminar0
•Scholarships
•Mentor Program
•Leadership Opportunities
•Free T-shirt and Lape) Pin
•Local Di0counts from Area Merchant0
•Networking with Prominent Alumni.Profeaaionals
•Invitations to Mingle with Alumni at Variou0 Eventa
•Student Alumni Ambaaaadors Council (SMC)
•One Year Subscription to the Peeaaua Magazine
•.Y our CONNECTION to the "Real World. 11

into
the

SAA

For more information call 407-823-3453.
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Research on environmental issues
From PAGE 1
reducing the amount of NOX,
which causes smog and acid rain,
in the atmosphere.
Hoekstra said he is doubtful if
global warming exists and
whether the damage done to the
environment by carbon dioxide
can be reversed.
"The damage done to the environment cannot be determined
until it can be studied from a
50,000 or a 10,000 year perspective," Hoekstra said.
"We simply don't know. There is
a belief that in the future we can
change from a carbon to hydrogen
fuel, but the most intelligent people in the world have yet to figure
out how this can be done.
"Without C02 we can no longer
have any foirn of transportation.
There is no solution."
Elliot Vittes, professor of political science, views environmental
problems as a social and political
issue.
"Environmental issues are presented as physical mandates
unlike other policy issues," Vittes
said. "I look at it in terms of institutions and how they act. Global
warming presents a difficult policy decision for institutions.
"Institutions need to look at various things before enacting policies. For example, before an institution reduces carbon emissions
for automobiles, they need to
examine the implications for the
transportation structure."
Vittes said the experience of the

.last 25 years with how institutions
From· PAGE l
said Dr. Elizabeth Mustaine, tic viol~ as· part of .the
have worked should be examined
to determine if we live in better
graduate or. graduate level so one of the course instructors. course, It • Htuf-Corzine ··said.
world.
we decided we could fill this "Students interested in. the pro- ••we would spend about . a..
"The experience is a link to
niche."
gram will take tile courses as month ou the sUbject and still
what we've done as a societ-'
Huff-Coriine said the brain- electives.
didn;t feel that we had gotten
Vittes said.
storming for the new program
"They will be able to use the the subject covered in that little
"People and institutions must ? began at tbe beginning of the specialization to find a job' in time.
compromise or make a judgment
fallsemestet.
"Whenever we discussed
to live in a pure or dirty world."
"We all bad some ideas for the
domestic violence, the classes
Don Fuller, marketing professor,
program, tt Huff-Corzine said.
counseling ro1e
would always be intense. You
is writing , a book titled
ttso we put them together and
here and so
have to walk a very fine line as
"Sustainable Marketing," which is
raR. them by the department
many of the students feel that
apout how people can help sustain
bead$ for approval. A depart- have to be careful
the subject hits close to home
their species.
mental committee determined
handle
and they look to you for guidSustainability is the way prodthat the program was very
student that bas
aoce.
11
ucts can be designed to produce
viable, so we were able to move
We are not in a counseling
torwru::d. with the planning of
We
role here and so we have to be
less waste and how people can use
those products and dispose them,
thy program. We have <CQtne a
give them avenues
careful now we handle a Stu- '
Fuller said.
long way in just a few short
of help:'
det}ttbat ha$ problems.
"The making and selling of * weekS. 11
,,~·we can give them avenues of
products for people creates probWith the biting of tWo more
kelp.''.
instructors·. Dr. Tracy D
. . ' 1.'e:tz
.· •. and ·?l -Un ijqft-corzine.
Now tha.t- the program has
lems . because it takes away
associate professor
resources and creates a waste
r>r. Karen Baird-Olson, the
been appro.ved by the universistrain," Fuller said. "The waste
departmeolwill have ~ix people fhe,coromunity working with a. ey and slated to begin in the
strain contaminates the earth's
with a strong domestic violence domestic viq,len<;e progtam or summer~ otller UCF campuses
ecosystem: earth, water and land.
background mresearch, teach- if·they want to pursue~ higher have ¢xpressed interest it1start"The air we breath begins to be
fug and ptadieal · experience, degree tliey will be able to iiig the program.
contaminated and we poison ourCorzine said.
·
move i:nto a doctorate pro~
~·1 w()uld Uke to · se<} the ptoselves to death."
Itt agditi0:n . ~ other graduate . gram.~·.
' granr· at all of the campu&es$"
"Green Marketing" is another
course requirements, tb,e
•iw~ .also plan t()'contacUocal Corzine said.
term used for sustainability but
do.2kestic violence concentta- shelters tb set up an internship
When a student leaves UCF
the word "green" implies money
tian will begm ''with three prograrn•so students·wbo opt to after COQJ.pl~ting the master's
to me, Fuller said.
*oourses: Seminar» in Domestic · ,d o so can gam practical field ' program in domestic viole:pce,
Dean Ahrens, president of the i ,Vi1eJ?:Ce; Seminar
Elder e~n-eqce," Corzine sai.<L,
tqey wilLhave a ,excellent acad~
Environmental Society, said the
_Abuse and Neglect and 1
£\].l of the poutse instr:uctors ,, ~mic ,gfQ\l.ntling: to hegjn help-'·~
student organization also helps to j . eomniunity Reactions to ,. have a -special intetest in the iil~ 4nd solutions to~tbe d.oJlles . .
improve the environment.
~ bdmesticViolence.
. . patterns -· anti Jnd.denee 8 of tic violence problem whether
11
The group is involved in numer- ~ ~ - lher~ ·are ,several more "dcindstic'Viukmce.
it'~irlthe'fietcl otthrouih seekous projects, including cleaning [ eco~se§ tb#t igcliide.'.' gomestW
(Jot;z:lne fia~ taught; ing ~ b:!gbe't cfegree; Corzine :
trash from rivers and printing fly- 1 vi~1encp
6ne wo{ .··*'
'j:he ·'•';tnaltY
on •women.in:,,c.tj,nte,
,
~~d.
, %
w
! ·
,,,
··•
•,;
•· <!LPOUrses
W•
,.,, • •.
.·•
· • ··•...
••'>
·'
ers to promote recycling.
i }~!cs cov~~ it}1
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New York Style
and

Gourmet Style Pizza's
Pizza's Are Stone Oven Baked!
Calzones • Strombolis

Hot & Cold Subs
Pizza and Restaurant
.t MasterCard
./DISCOVER
./VISA

FREE DELIVERY*
HOURS: Mon· Thurs: llam to lOpn1
Fri & Sat: Ihm to llpm
Sunday: 12 :00 noon to IOpn1
•Min. $8.00 order

Dine-In • Carry-Out• Serving Dinner

II"<· taLc• rri.lc• i>c'C<lll:'L' ll'L' <'<l/"L'.
, \// ,,ur .r.oJ i:: prL'f''1rc.I _l;-L._,/1!

11865 E. Colonial Drive

381-1003

Comer of AJafaya & E. Colonial • Alafaya Commons Shopping Center

Maggie Kerrigan, us,LMT
Licensed Massage Therapist #MA10572 #MM5258

Over 7 years in private practice

Therapeutic Mas.sage
Relaxation and Relief of Chron· c Tension

Massage for the Childbearing Year
Pregnancy, Labor, Postpartum Massage

Process-Oriented Bodywork
Enhance awareness qf the connection between physical and
emotional tension and support healing from physical,
sexual or emotional trauma

Instruction: Couples and Infant
Massage
Seminars and Workshops
Medical and mental health .professionals, businesses,
outpatient psychiatric programs, new parenting classes,
support groups

(407)

671~4010

1177 Louisiana Avenue, Ste 102, Winter Park, FL 32789

.... LONGWOOD

WINTER PARK
2300 W. State Rd. 434 1870 Semoran Blvd.
(On 434, 1 mile
West of 1-4)

(On 436, between Aloma
&Howell Branch)

682·5065

679-1222

KISSIMMEE :

ORLANDO

2881 S. Orange Ave.

4155 W. Vine St.

481·2991

932-4401

(Comer of Orange Ave.
& Michigan St.)

(On 192, 3 miles
East of SR 535)

OPEN EVERYDAY AT 11AM FOR LUNCH & DINNER

•
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Great savings at Kinko's!

•

Start your semester off right and· make Kinko's your resource, day. or night,
for great products and services, like full-color copies and Internet Access.
• I.n-store computer rental
• Digital color output directly from
your disk to our co.Lor printers

• Presentation materials
• Copies of all sizes
• Resume seivices

!

·~

BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE
full-color copies

RENT ONE HOUR,
GET ONE HOUR FREE

::

• Buy one Rg\Urly-priced, SY." x 11· fuil-seiw, full..color CtlP'J on 200>.
~ white bond and receive a second COi'/ FREE. Up to 20 ccpies frte per
~ transaction Color setvices not Included Olm is timited to one CtJUpon
perm~. Caq>on nust be p~ at time of purthi!e 11111 is not
t valid Mth othtr olftrs or discount pmglilllS. OffeJ vallcf at tnne of pur' t chase only and may not be discounted or credited tDwald past or futu~
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Internet Access

hour nd .....
llour ..,..,
to
hou nee
wstame
a ,,.. one
' ......,. up one
r
per
r
at partici!atfng ~ns only. Su!>ject to ~liability.. I~es
Macintosh and IBM selt-$e!Ve or dl!Slgn wodcst3tions. Offer 1s Umited
to one~ per ~~n. Coupon roost. be presented at time of pu~chase and lS not valid Mth other olftrs or d&ount programs: Offer valid
it time of purthase only and may not be d1SC0Unted or credited toward
past or future purchases. Valid at Kinko's listed location only. Void whe~
prohibited by law. No cash value.
-

Rent

~

0

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY, 7 DAYS A WEEK
12215 University Blvd. • 658-9518

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY, 7 DAYS A WEEK
12215 University Blvd. • 658-9518

kinko~·
I AAA 11s l_____________ JxP 101311911

The new way to office.•

t

!
:

~

kinko•s·

The new way to office.•

AAA 119 I _____________....
IE-XP-1-o/3-1-1s"""1l

OPEN 24 HOURS, 7 DAYS A WEEK
01997 Klnko's, Inc. All righ1s roserwd. Kinl>J~ and The new WI&' to ojfia ate registlfed tndemW d lf11bl's Venllns. Inc. ml ate used by pa'll\lsslon.
IClnko's lfllollres wril1ln p<mlisslon fTan the ~t holder a mloJ to~ cowfghted ..tc.
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Shaws Tau The -.Maney!

bombing, and the Valujet crash,
from a highly-ranked media Mills explained bow the media
market and their participation has a big challenge to gain back
shows the credibility they give credibility.
"The media's biggest chalto UCF."
The title of the forum was, lenge is to gain credibility back
"The Future of the News: A with the public," Mills said.
Local Perspective."
Dr. J. "However, in terms of censorMichel Metz, assistant profes- ship, the U.S. is the only counsor in the NSC, hosted the try in the world that has a truly
forum and brought up issues for free press, and th~ public
the journalists to discuss. should sometimes sit back and
Students also wrote out ques- ask themselves if they would
tions for Metz to ask the panel. prefer to have a media with free
The issues discussed includ- control from government, or
ed: changes in technology and deal with a media with full govhow it effects the media, the ernment control."
Mills and Jakubowski said
responsibility of the media and
how the public perceives the that the community can let a
media today.
news station or newspaper
When asked abuut the impact know when they like or don't
that the Internet/Online has had like what is being covered in
on news broadcasts and news- the news.
papers, Keiler felt that is has
"We do listen to what is being
been a positive change.
said by the public, and there
"Technology is wonderful as have been times when our voice
long as it makes our life easier," mailboxes have been flooded
. over a single broadcast," said
he said.
Pack said that at the Sentinel, Jakubowski. "We like to get a
the employees receive special sense of the general feelings
training on the changes online about stories and our coverage
of issu.es, so we do take public
has brought.
"I have no problem witn feedback seriously."
Chinkara Singh-Dewara, a
online because our goal is to get
the information out," Pack said. radio/TV major, said she felt
Harris, who seemed excited disappointed about the student
about how newspapers, online questions that were selected.
journalism and television will
"I was intrigued by the
network together on the new responses of the panel, but I
24-hour cable news Channel was disappointed because I had
13, said technology is really submitted critical questions that
going to be up to the students in I felt was important for college
colleges today.
students and they weren't
"None of us really knows asked," she said.
where it is going to go, so we
Metz said that the NSC is curshould really be asking you, the rently thinking about possible
students, because that is who future events similar to the
it's going to be up to," Harris forum.
"We have had a positive
said.
As Metz asked them about the response from news organizaway the public sees the media, tions, and this forum could posafter events such as Princess sibly become an annual event,"
Diana's death , the Atlanta - be said.

.....

And the winner is ...

.,

.,

Employment o ·pportunities
Part-Time Loaders/Unloaders
$8.50 per hour
5 Day Work Week
3 1/2 - 5 Hour Shifts

Health Benefit Package
Paid Vacations/Holidays
Tuition Reimbursement*
*(On Orlando Midnight Sltift. Only)

Call 1-888-877-2874, or contact your school's
career center.
UPS is an e

•

ortunitv em lover. M/F/D/V

From PAGE 1
The panel of judges consisted
of professionals in the entertainment industry: Michael
Dean, Christine Ivanov, Carroll
Robbins and Julio Gonzalez.
Each event was judged on a
scale of one to 10.
"Overall, I was looking for a
confident person of character,"
said Dean, choreographer and
director of dance shows. "I also
looked for indications that contestants were well prepared for
each category."
Mclver entertained the crowd
with his rendition of "He Just
Can't Wait To Be King" from
The Lion King while the
judges' scores were tabulated.
The contestants anxiously
awaited for Cimock to return
with the results.
"Our second runner-up and
winner of a $50 scholarship is
contestant number five, Frank
Holmes," Cimock said. "Our
first runner-up and winner of a
$500 scholarship is contestant
number 10, Jason Murphy.

"Ladies and gentlemen, our
1998 Mr. UCF and the winner
of a $1000 scholarship is contestant number nine, Kareem
Adams."
The hush of anticipation wa~
broken by the announcement
with a standing ovation for
Adams.
Adams is pursuing a double
major in marketing and management information systems.
He said he is an outdoors type
of guy who enjoys mountain
climbing, canoeing and camping. He sings with Free Indeed,
which is a contemporary
Christian band. Adams is a
freshman from Ocala and is
involved in LEAD Scholars, the
Filipino Student Association
and undergraduate admissions.
"It is a tremendous honor to
have Mr. UCF bestowed upon
me as a freshman," Adams said.
"I take the title of Mr. UCF with
a great deal of pride. I'm looking forward to representing
UCF this coming year."
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Students close the Gender Gap
and break down stereotypes
sentatives from a variety of
campus
organizations ranging
Staff Writer
from the Hispanic American
Dating and thinking about the Student Association to the Gay,
opposite sex were two issues 12 Bisexual, and Lesbian Student
students discussed on Oct. 23 Union. This allowed topics to
when the office of student activ- be discussed from different
ities sponsored the Gender Gap, view points and forced the panwhkh is a nationally recog- elists and the audience to look
nized program.
at issues from outside of their
Gender Gap is presented own comfort zone and into the
across the country by the Phi lives of others.
The six women and the six
Miu Fraternity and gives a
panel of students the chance to men chosen for the panel were
exchange ideas with an audi- seated separately at two tables
ence on relevant topics pertain- on both sides of the podium.
ing to relationships.
The program began with
Phi Miu, which is one of the light-hearted questions such as
oldest national organizations "What is your idea of the perfor women, was represented by fect date?" but moved on to
Krispin Barr, the assistant to the - serious issues concerning
dean of students at Cedar Crest homosexuality and interracial
College in Allentown, Pa.
relationships.
The panelists shared their own
Barr, who has a bachelor's
degree in history and a master's experiences and showed respect
degree in higher education, was for each other's lifestyles and
responsible for asking the stu- cultures.
dents questions and focusing
Panelist Tahesha Dixon, a
the discussion on the awareness member of the Black Female
about the difference between Development Circle, encourperception and reality.
aged audience members to open
"We're trying to dispel sorrie their minds and examine their
stereotypes and hopefully shed own thoughts and stereotypes
a little light on how individuals on such issues.
Barr said.
"Step out of what is the norm
really feel,"
"Everyone is unique and that is to you and question what is the
what we are trying to get norm on a day-to-day basis,"
across."
Dixon said.
The panel comprised of repreFellow panel member Jason

By KELLY BRYANT

Lee, Campus Activities Board's
cinema director, agreed.
"Hopefully what we have
done tonight is given everyone
something to think about," Lee
said. "It's easier just to ignore
these things and that's why we
have stereotypes. The more
communication we have, the
more we can move forward."
After an emotional discussion
on interracial dating, the program drew to a close and people
4ad been affected by the discussion.
Junior Sarah Sussman said
she felt a little more openminded.
"Going to programs like these
really helps you see things differently and you learn a lot,"
Sussman said.
"When you talk to someone
who is c·ompletely different
from you, there is a lot of
knowledge you gain because
you're hearing about issues
from a completely different perspective."
Gender Gap was the second in
a series of four lectures being
sponsored by the Leadership
Development Series throughout
the fall and spring semesters.
The series is to promote effective leadership among students
and encourages clubs and organizations to send representatives to each of the seminars.

]
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GM COLLEGE GRAD PROGRAM
Tuesday November 3rd 1997
9:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. ·
Student Union Building

Chevrolet - Pontiac - GMC

StUdents search for spirituality_

New 1998 General Motors vehicles will be on display
Eligible grads get $400 off from GM!

By ANNEMARIE MONTALI
Staff Writer
What exactly is the scientific
approach to our metaphysical
dimension? This was the title of
the lecture on Oct. 20, which
Dr. Fred Nasseri thoroughly
explained this concept.
The lecture was a review of
Prof. Bahram Elahi's latest
book, "Foundations of Natural
Spirituality."
Nasseri used definitions and
conditions of science to relate it
to our spirituality. He said the
lecture was based on Ostad
Elahi's philosophy.
Ostad Elahi, who passed away
in 1974, spent much of his life
as a philosopher researching
religion and spirituality. His
son, Bahram Elahi, expanded
on his father's work after his
death by writing many books on
the subject. The most wellknown is "The Path of
Perfection," which has been
translated into seven different
languages since it was first published in 1976. Included in this
book and Elahi's other writings
are in-depth looks at the real
purpose of life and human
beings' ultimate goal.
The lecture has been given in
the Sorbonne in Paris, in a segmented series titled "The Rights
and Duties of Human Beings"
and at Columbia University.
Video tapes of the lecture are

shown regularly at New York
University. Nasseri's lecture lasted an
hour in which he quoted from
both Elahi and his father to
about 100 people at the Student
Union.
The lecture was followed by a
question and -;nswer period.
The questions focused on the
religious debate of which religion is correct.
Nasseri responded to this by
explaining that according to
Ostad Elahi, "all authentic religions have the same principals
because they all come from the
same source. If there are any
differences they are either manmade, secondary issues or rituals."
Students said the lecture
broadened their minds.
"I've read a lot about this
stuff," said Justin Westervelt.
"It is an extremely broad topic.
This is a lifestyle, not a course."
"This concept~ of spirituality
as a science is new to me and I
find it extremely interesting,"
senior Laleh Alem said. "As the
speaker said, 'spirituality must
be academically thorough at
accredited universities so everybody can have access to it.'"
Nasseri ended the lecture by
describing Elahi's new book,
which was originally published
in French but has been translated into three different languages. The English version

will be available on Jan. 5. The
book contains nine chapters.
The first chapter is a preliminary study followed by four
studies dealing with God, creation and faith.
In chapters five to eight, the
author has drawn parallels
between the science of natural
spirituality and material science
stating that while the subjects
are different, the methodol,ogy
and
thorough
processes
involved in each field are the
same.
The lecture wa~ followed by a
workshop
on
Natural
Meditation given by Nasseri's
daughter, Maryam Nasseri, who
is a professor at UCF.
In the workshop, Maryam had
attendees write down stressful
experiences in their lives ranging from events that occurred
years ago to things that they
were upset about that day.
She then asked everyone to
find three positive things that
have come out of these "stressors." She said the fact that this
is a natural process rather than a
temporary one-time method.
Maryam said that according to
Ostad Elahi, "the real medita-:
tion with lasting results and no
adverse effects would be to
have a constant attention
towards God and ask for his
help at all times. This is called
Natural Meditation."

GMAC and GM representatives will be on hand to
provide information on the GM College Grad
Program and General Motors vehicles.
Valuable prizes will be awarded by drawing throughout the day. Students must register during the display
hours to be eligible for the drawing. Registration
will be in front of the Student Union.
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PROBLEMS WITH?
•LANDLORDS
•INSURANCE
•CONTRACTS
•POLICE

.

NEED?
•A WILL
·•NAME CHANGE

•

•UNCONTESTED
DISSOLUTION

STIJDENT LEGAL SERVICES PROVIDES STIJDENTS WI1H
ASSISTANCE IN SELECTED AREAS OF LAW SUCH AS LANDLORD/fENANT, CONSUMER, NON.CRIMINAL, TRAFFIC &
UNCONTESTED DISSOLUTIONS. QUALIFIED STUDENTS CAN
RECEIVE CONSULTATION AND REPRESENTATION FREE OF
CHARGE.

FOR INFORMATION OR AN APPOINTMENT:
CALL 823-2538 OR STOP BY SRC 155

MONDAY - FRIDAY 8AM-SPM
Funded by Activity and Service Fees through the
Student Gowmment AssociatiGn

•
•
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llnalher MITtraternilJ is in 1101 water
through a simulated coastal Students who spent their first
marsh, mountain ledge, tobacco three years of study at St. Francis
barn and other habitats where the College now can get their final
BOSTON - Massachusetts
year for free.
birds roost.
Institute of Technology officials
That's the deal St. Fqmcis
"We will use birds of prey as a
have banned alcohol from the
College
officials are offering its
drawing card to talk about what
Zeta Psi fraternity after underit takes for wildlife to co-exist seniors.
age students tried to have a keg
The "Senior Year Tuition Free"
with man," explained center
delivered to the fraternity house
director Steve Hein, who is also plan is an attempt to give stuOct. 10.
a master falconer. "I know of no dents some financial relief while
The incident happened only
other university with this kind of keeping the retention rate up,
two weeks after an MIT freshsaid Sr. Elise Kriss, St. Francis
facility."
man drank himself into a coma
The wild birds, some of which College president.
and died during a drinking binge
"To the best of our knowledge,
have been hit by cars or shot by
at the university's Phi Gamma Birds Of A Feather
no
college or university in the
humans,
can't
fly
so
there
are
no
Delta fraternity house.
Nest At Georgia
nation
has offered this type of
cages
or
nets
on
the
facility.
State investigators told campus
Southern
U.
program,"
she said.
A
big
attraction
is
a
15-foot
elepolice they followed a liquor
"A
few
colleges have made
truck to the house, where they
STATESBORO, Ga. - At vated eagle's nest.
The center was funded largely attempts to lower tuition, but, by
stopped it in the process of deliv- most colleges, visitors who want
ering a keg to an under-21 stu- to investigate what constitutes though private donations and a . and large, little has been done to
dent and picking up seven empty the wild life on campus are grant from the National Fish and really help students out financially."
kegs.
pointed to student resident halls. Wildlife Foundation.
Tuition at St. Francis College
The fact that visitors can easily
All MIT fraternities, sororities
But at Georgia Southern
and dormitories voluntarily University, you'll find the real connect to the birds of prey will currently runs about $10,700.
Freshmen who enroll at the colbanned alcohol from all social thing. Bald eagles, falcons, vul- encourage wildness education,
lege next September and comevents after the Sept-. 29 death of tures and other birds of prey are Hein said.
plete six consecutive semesters
18-year-old Scott Krueger. But on view at GSU's new wildlife
'Fourth-Year'
Free
would receive their senior year
students over 21 were still center, the first of its kind on a
free.
allowed to drink privately. ~
university campus.
Deal Gives Seniors
For students who already
MIT officials said all students
The wildlife center features an
Tuition Break
receive federal, state or private
living at Zeta Psi are now forbid- outdoor amphitheater and an eleai·d, the college would pick up
den to drink on the premises, vated boardwalk that cuts
FORT WAYNE, Ind. the balance.
"This is not a gift," Kriss said.
"The senior has to earn it by
The Cypress Dome-Award-Winning Student Literary Magazine
three years of hard work."
Submission Deadline: December 1~ 1997
The Board of Trustees would
consider a special tuition program for current students at its
next meeting this fall, she
added.
• Fiction •
By COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

..
•

•

•

•

although the university's 36
other Greek houses are not
affected by the ban.
"I regret this ever happened,"
MIT dean of students Rosalind
Williams told reporters at a press
conference, adding that the Zeta
Psi may be disciplined further.
"The dean's office will ,be
focusing on whether the fraternity has lived up to its organizational responsibilities."

• Poetry •

Poll: Americans
Favor Gender Equity
NEW YORK - A recent
national poll suggests that
Americans are catching on to the.
concept of gender equity in college athletics.
Twenty-five years after the passage of Title IX, the federal law
mandating equal treatment, a
CBS nev.-s poll found 86 percent
of respondents said they believed
that financial support for men's
and women's sports programs
should be equal. Seventy-seven
percent said financial support
should be equal even if it meant
cutting men's sports.
That may come as a surprise to
critics of Title IX, who complain
some campuses have killed their
football, wrestling or men's gymnastics programs to provide the
same number of sports opportunities for women and men.
In fact, only 18 percent of men
and 4 percent of women said
men's sports should receive more
money. Still, the majority of men
and women admit they regularly
watch men's sports, but not
women's. Just 30 percent of
respondents said they regularly
follow women's sports.
Also, the poll found 4 7 percent
of respondents said college
sports were overemphasized .
This figure was higher among
college graduates--62 percent
agreed college sports were
stressed too much .

•

If Quality Is Important

•
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Giv-e the gift of Photos
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Restore old photograph
Create new ones
E~large existing negatives
from
Color or Black and white
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0
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•
Single Double
Photogrnph l:>y Dt Maria Cllnstma Suntana 0 l997. {UCF School of Comm11nic11tion)
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• Visual Art •

24exp 6.99
36exp 9A5

•

The Cypress Dome

•

Deportment of English

University of Central Florida
Orlando# Florida 32816

•

On the corner of University and
Goldenrod in the Goodings Plaza

~ ~60N~~R~OURS: ,,,.~,~~
h
50

_____,___..,...,_____-+--+-41

9AM TO 6:30PM
SAT
9AM TO 3:30PM

7624 University Blvd. Winter Park FL 32792

Submission (;uidelines Available in HF A 304F

•

10,65
15.85
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LEAD STORIES
• According to an October
communique from the North
Korean Communist Party, "dear
leader" Kim Jong 11, 55, has been
promoted to "great leader,"
which, according to the official
government news agency, is
cause for "jubilation" even in the
midst of national famine. The
news agency added that fantastic
natural phenomena were occurring to mark the occasion,
including the landing of a 4inch-long white sea cucumber by
one angler and the spontaneous,
prolific blossoming of numerous
pear trees and apricot trees.
• Sports Highlight Reel: In
September, Susie Nelson, who
lived across the street from
Wrigley Field in Chicago, filed a
lawsuit against the Cubs because
she says a ballpark security camera was aimed at her bedroom
window at times over the 18
months she lived there. And electrician Randal Jay Palmer, 37,
was charged with trespass in
October after he allegedly set up
a video camera feed in an overhead light fixture in the
Kingdom dressing room of the
Seattle Seahawks cheerleaders.
(According to police, the accident-prone Palmer not only hit a
button that disabled the remote
control, he turned the recorder on
during installation, while he was
looking into the lens, and police
have the tape.)
• In September the city of
Kansas City, Kan., joined four
Indian tribes in court to protest
an economic development plan
by a fifth tribe, the 3,800-member Wyandotte
Tribe
of
Oklahoma. The Wyandottes plan
to build a casino on pillars above
a 150-year-old tribal burial
ground the tribe owns in downtown Kansas City. Said one dissident: "Imagine our relatives
lying here, looking up at the
floor of a casino."

LATEST MESSAGES
RECEIVED
• In July, Baptist minister
Larry Roach decided to leave
Clover, S.C., and move his New
Life Christian Fellowship
(motto: "A Church on Fire") to
Springfield, Mo., and he was
able to convince almost all of
his parishioners to give him the
church's assets to take with him,
including $65,QOO in cash. A
few days later, five or six
parishioners objected, but Roach
dismissed them: "They're idiots.
If they mess with me, I'll have
their homes and cars. It's a good
thing I'm a Christian. They're
gonna owe me (even more
money) by the time I get done
with their butts."
•Accuser Frank Martinelli, 50,
testifying in August against the

Catholic Diocese of Bridgeport,
Conn., for alleged sexual abuse
in 1964 by Father Laurence
Brett: "He told me (fel1atio) was
OK because it was just another
of
taking
Holy
way
Communion."
• On New York City's list of
unpaid parking tickets issued to
United
Nations
rruss1ons,
incurred during the first three
months of the year, the Holy See
(diplomatic arm of the Vatican)
incurred eight tickets, totaling
$500 in fines.
•Police chief (and, in fact, the
only paid officer on the force)
Katie Holmboe of Gold Hill,
Ore. (population 1,000), was
fired in August based on complaints about her excessively
Christian law enforcement.
Holmboe once reported that a
man jumped into a squad car,
acting strange. Said she, "Being
a former Bible student, I knew
what I was up against. I prayed,
and I said, 'I denounce you in the
name of Jesus.' It hit the floor. It
looked up at me and (hissed)."
(The Town Council was also displeased that she sold Mary Kay
cosmetics while on duty.)

WHAT GOES
AROUND, COMES
AROUND
•In March in Granby, Mass.,
Fernando Morgado, 31, and
gunman Antonio Andrade, 39,
were preparing to slaughter a
pig with a .22 .caliber rifle. The
pig struggled, causing Andrade
to miss and the bullet to go
through the tailgate of a trailer
and hit Morgado in the stomach, sending him to the hospital in fair condition. In the
ensuing chaos, the pig broke
free.
On Aug. 7, police in
Delaware,
Ohio,
and
Thibodaux, La., reported that
alleged child molesters had
received
private
justice.
According to police in Ohio,
the wife and mother-in-law of
Rodney Hosler, 27, kidnapped
him shortly after he was
released from prison on childmolesting charges, tied him up,
shaved his body, applied hot
ointment to his genitals, inserted a cucumber into his body,
scribbled "I am a child molester" on him, and dumped him
naked in front of a pizza parlor
in his hometown, 70 miles
away. In Louisiana, Adam
Trahan, 17, was hospitalized
with two spine fractures and
swollen testicles from a beating allegedly by the father of a
boy Trahan was accused of
taping.

UNCLEAR ON THE
CONCEPT
• Several news organizations

reported in March and April on character in a pilot episode of a Weird reported that construction
Japanese men's increasing sexual UPN TV series "Good News" worker Thomas W. Passmore,
fascination with high school and seem vulgar. She said her charac- then 32, had filed a lawsuit for
junior high school girls. One ter of a church secretary was $3.35 million against a Norfolk,
expert interviewed by The New enhanced to include a romantic Va., hospital and four doctors
York Times, Hiroyuki Fukuda, relationship with her pastor, over the loss of his hand.
30, editor of a magazine whose which she said offended her Passmore admitted to having
title
can
be
translated moral sensibilities. Jackson's severed the hand with a power
Anatomical Illustrations of ·husband is 'Michael Moye, co- saw because he believed it to be
Junior High School Girls, said, creator of "Married .. . With possessed by the devil and to
having refused twice to allow
"The age at which the girls seem Children."
doctors
to reattach it, vowing
• In March in Ogden, Utah,
interesting is clearly dropping.
But it's only the maniacs who go Donna Solomon won a total of that if they reattached it, he
$89 ,500 in damages for injuries would just cut it off again.
for girls below the third grade."
• An ad, from r an . Atlanta she suffered from Thomas and However, he claimed the defenJournal story in May on the Darda Davis-Greene in an _ongo- dants were negligent because
increasing number of Internet ing feud. Thomas Davis-Greene they ought to have persuaded his
Web pages devoted to classified denied he did anything to incur . family to overrule his poor deciads from prison inmates seeking legal liability but admitted going sion'. In September 1997, after a
deliberation,
a
romantic relationships: "Aren't "ballistic" in Solomon's home. 30-minute
you fed up with meeting all the Thomas Davis-Greene is, by pro- Norfolk jury ruled against him.
wrong men?" (asked California fession, an anger-management
(Send your Weird News to
inmate Ronald E. Mays, who counselor.
also asked) "(A.re you) In search
• In August the Johar Baru Chuck Shepherd, P.O. Box 8306,
of a truly honest and good man Religious Affairs Department in St. P~tersburg, 3~738, or
... ?" (Mays i_s serving life with- Malaysia announced that con- Weird@compuserve.com.
out parole for first-degree mur- victed sexual "deviants" would, Chuck Shepherd's latest paperder, second-degree murder, in addition to serving prison time back, "The Concrete Enema and
sodomy with force and kidnap- as punlshment, be bound and Other News of the Weird
ping.)
whipped.
Classics," is now available at
• Actress Rose Jackson filed a
bookstores everywhere. To order
lawsuit in Los Angeles in June UPDATE
it direct, call 1-800-642-6480
against MTM Enterprises for
and mention this newspaper.
• In June 1996;News of the
making her originally scripted
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Opinion
Student deaths from drinking happen too often to ignore
By JASON HEIRONIMUS
Opinion Editor
College students are notorious
for studying, poverty, and drinking. Usually, however, it is not
exactly in that order. Drinking is
probably the most prominent
issue on today's .college campuses. It may not be an important
issue to many students, in fact,
it probably conjures up a smile
to even think about it.
Unfortunately, drinking is no
longer a favorite pastime to let a
little steam out and enjoy yourself for a few hours. Now it
·seems that drinking can be seriously hazardous to your health.
And I'm not talking about liver
damage or anything like that,
but rather hazardous to your
health in that it could kill you.
I don't want to sound too
much like Montel Williams,
analyzing the binge drinking
problems on college campuses,
and quoting prominent psycho!ogists while listening to griefstricken parents who have lost a
son or daughter to a drinking
accident, but this problem is
kind of getting out of hand.
Let's not kid ourselves, col-

lege students are always going
to drink, and the more the media
covers the problem the less it
helps. But it seems that nothing
seems to help, so I am going to
join in and continue to beat the
dead horse.
Let us look at the facts. Binge
drinking is defined as having
more than five drinks at one sitting. I don't consider myself a
binge drinker or an alcoholic,
and I confess to having at least
five drinks whenever I drink.
This fact is nothing to be proud
of, but l believe that it holds
true for most college students.
The death toll for deaths related to binge drinking keeps getting higher. So far this year
there have been reported alcohol- related deaths In Maryland,
New York, California and most
recently in Massachusetts.
According to the College Press
Service, the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, 34 percent of college students admit to
binge drinking. I find that number to be awfully low! Before
writing this I had always
believed binge drinking to be
drinking for a couple of days
straight without stopping. The

problem may lie with the definition. Ask yourself this: did you
know prior to reading this column that the last night you went
out and had at least five drinks,
you were a binge drinker?
The real problem, however,
does not lie in the definition of
the term "binge drinking" but
rather it lies in the quantity of
alcohol actually being consumed. By this I mean that
many students do not drink
every day, nor do they feel the
need to. But the prevailing opinion is that if you 're gonna drink,
drink as much as you possibly
can, for as long as you possibly
can, until your body just shuts
down and says: All right idiot,
you did this to me, now I'm
going to make you pay tomorrow! And usually you do pay,
reaping the benefits for the
entire next day, basically wasting that day because you 're too
hungover to function. But it is
during these nights where the
accidents happen, be it alcohol
poisoning, drinking and driving,
or unwarranted advances to the
opposite sex.
For the most part we students
escape from these nights of

drunken debauchery without a
scratch, and that is the real
problem. Too often .we roll the
dice and win. It seems that the
odds are with us when we go to
the extremes that we sometimes
do. Though the signs are there,
we choose to ignore them
because we are too busy out
enjoying our fleeting youth.
After all, adulthood is right
around the corner and with that
comes responsibility, and with
that comes real life.
One last factor seems to be
disturbingly evident upon looking into the facts of each case
where a student was killed due
to some kind of drinking- related incident. The trend seems to
be that these accidents always
seem to have a tie to a fraternity.
I am not accusing fraternities of
anything, being a past fraternity
member myself. No one wants
to intentionally harm anyone,
that goes without saying. But in
the process of being a pledge
one is usually engrossed in the
drinking of alcohol. It is almost
a rite of passage that builds
character and a bond between
the fellow pledges. The brothers
of the particular fraternity must

take it upon themselves to see
that these pledges are not hurt.
Enjoy your traditions but do it
in a safe manner. Too many students have died because of this
problem, and it is only up to us
to see that it stops.
I offer no solutions nor any
humorous anecdotes that will
suddenly make everything
alright. I am just as well part of
the problem as anyone else is.
The usual line is to suggest safe
drinking, but we all know that
there really is no such thing, it's
like military intelligence. What I
suggest is smart drinking. Drink
as much as you like, but always
know where the line is. I do not
subscribe to the old excuse,
"Oh, well, I was drunk so_ _ "
and insert any ridiculous thing
. you like. As blurred as your
vision may become, do not let
your idea of right and wrong get
blurred. Partying and drinking is
one of the best things about college, and is most likely where
all your most cherished memories will come from, but remember to make.sure that they
remain pleasant memories and
not tragic nightmares.
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Just some of the new friends you'll make at Skull Kingdom, the newest attraction on I-Drive.

Special to the FUTURE

Skull Kingdom is a frightfully good time for crowd
have something or someone
jump out at you, or moving as
quickly as you can, which I haq
All right, UCF, it's time to face no problem doing thru the "cirthe facts: YOU ARE TOO OLD cus" portion of the kingdom (it's
TO TRICK OR TREAT! You starts out like a funhouse and
know it, I know it, and the old takes a sudden twisted turn).
lady at the end of the block that While the special effects don't
always gives out the full-size nearly match those of downSnickers bars knows it too. So town competitor Terror On
what do you do? Well, you can Church Street, the wax figures
spend your Halloween either sit- and goofy decorations only add
ting around the house and watch- to the overall campiness of the
ing Friday The 13th for the 50th place. By the time we made it
time, OR you can venture out to out (about 20 minutes), we
International Drive and check were just as amused as we were
out the not-very-scary but always shaken.
But only to certain point.
entertaining Skull Kingdom.
And that leads me to three
This "haunted family attraction" is easy to spot if you're things about Skull Kingdom
cruising down I-4. It's a gigantic that were neither scary nor
gray castle sitting in the midst of funny, but just plain nonsensithe mess of gift shops and hotels cal. In fact, it would only be
-that make up I-Drive, and it fair for me to formally address
amounts to 14,000 square feet of tb,em:
Nonsensical Thing No. 1 pure weirdness. And the weirdness began from the second we Air hoses. It's one thing to be
walked up to place and were surprised from the front, but
greeted by. The Crow, who had being surprised by having a
no trouble hamming it up for us gust of cool air blowing up
as we passed into the mouth of your rear was nothing more
an enormous skull and through than a funky feeling, although I
think . the family with us
the front door.
It is impossible for me to clas- enjoyed it a little too much.
Nonsensical Thing No. 2 sify Skull Kingdom as your basic
Water
guns. I have a great sense
haunted house because it isn't.
From the time your journey of humor, so being squirted at
begins, wherein you're given by a couple of mutated clowns
strict instructions on what you is no biggie. But what about the
can and cannot d? by some freak newlyweds from New Jersey
in a black robe, till the big finale, who just bought those silk
when you realize that those bars shirts with Mickey and Minnie
holding back those deformed holding hands on the back?
murderers aren't very strong, How much do you think they're
there are many moments when gonna laugh?
Nonsensical Thing No, 3 you don't know if you should
scream or laugh (I chose laugh- Fishing line. And they weren't
ing but my friend chose the using to hang stuff up, either.
While Skull Kingdom isn't
other). The trip involves entering
rooms with many different going to give you nightmares or
themes, sometimes stopping to make you completely eliminate

By CORBETT TRUBEY
Staff Wtiter

Halloween from your yearly calendar, there's still much fun to be
had.
What matters the most is the
entertainment value, and even
though there's enough cheese to
put Kraft out of business, that's
really what makes the place so

enjoyable. So like I was saying
before, if you want to be a big
bore and veg out in front of the
TV, it's your loss, but for those
needing a little more blood,
screaming, and men in strange
costumes (I really didn't like
those clowns), then Skull

STARTS FRIDAY, OCTOBER 24rH!

Kingdom might be your ticket
for the holiday.

For general info (prices, operating hours, directions) call
354-1564.
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Contacts for y0ur Halloween activities
Need a lasr minute costume? Call the UCF Theatre costume shop for help with
ideas at 823-5159.
What kind of candy is the best to hand out on this frightful night? Nutritionist
Fr~nk Rohter has sugg~tions.

Call him at $23-2049.
:t-

Help your young childten who may have nightmares around this time of year.
Mike Robinson in tlie col}ege of education is well known for his work in children's
fears. He can be reachect"'at 823-3819.
People find btrgs creepy ai;,w time of year. For a 'closer look' at creepy crawlies,
call Stuart Fullerton in The Bug Closet at 823~6540.
Call Kristein Congdom in the art department (823-2195) for help in scary stories.
The departm~nt also ha;s student and faculty works hanging on the walls to illus-

trate your tales.
Learn fascinating facts about primal fears, dragons, devils, tax collectors, dentists,

spirits and other spooky characters.' Call anthropologistDavid Jones at 823-2227 .

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
wednesday fJJ
thursday gJeJ
frlday
JJI . .saturda
•
,
•
•
•
•
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Rocky Horror Picture
Show, SCA, 8 p.m.

UCF Orchestra, Halloween
Family Concert, University
High Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.

Football at NE
Louisiana, 8 p.m.

UCF Synthtlsizer Ensemble
Concert, St. James
Cathedral, ;9 p.m.

,

11

)

UCF Percussion

UCF Run n' Roll, Lake
Claire, 9:30 a.m.
Donnie Brasco, Student
Union, Cape Florida
Ballroom, 8 p.m.
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UCF Brass Ensembles
Concert, Rehearsal Hall, 8

El;tsembles .Ooncerl1
. student Uhioh., a p~ln.
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wave of excitement is rolling through GenRad. Why?
Because manufacturers, like our employees, are feeling the force of our ingenuity like never before. Industry
leaders in transportation, communications, aerospace,
computers and contract manufacturing are relying on
information from our custom-designed, in-line test systems to help them continuously improve quality and max~
imize production. Gone are the days when our test
equipment was used only at the end of the line to detect
defects. Today, our systems work throughout the process,
and enable users to find and troubleshoot problems
immediately. What's more, talented technical profes} sionals rely on us to provide them with the challenges
' and rewards that come with creating
'/' innovative hardware, software and
service solutions across the entire
manufacturing and after-market
seNice spectrum. And with double-digit growth, enhanced
offerings and focused vision,

If you're earning a l3SEE and are interested in pu1·suing un account management career in the marketing/sales area. this could be an exciting opportunity
for you to join our cross.ftmctionat learn environment. Push the limits of your
car~r and crnativity in our year-long. hands-on training program. offering indepth exposure to our worldwide operations in Mnrkcting, Engineering,
Manufacturing, Sales and Customer Support You'll develop extensive knowl·
cdgt~ of the Printed Circuit Boar<l market and manufacturing process. test ~md
inspection challenges, proJuct life cycles, the design environment, as well a.
Gi!nRad\ printed Circuit Board product lines. In addition, ·you'll develop and
refine your skills in the n:rea<; of customer account management and pre.sentation. business finance~ and computers. Tn:ivcl and relocation may be rnquired.

As an Associate Test Engineer, you will specialize in the development of incircuit test programs to test electronic printed circuit boards using GenRad
228x test systems. Selected candidates wiU receive 2 weeks of formal
GenRad factory training, Upon completion of training program. you will
W<>rk with experienced l!nginecrs for a period of 6 months to obtain practical.
on-the-job trnioiug. You will have exposure to all types of electronic products
fmm very simple designs to large complex medical and super computer
designs. After a succ~~ssful iutemship of 6-12 months. :-omc travel to variou!'
elet::tronic manufacturing sites in Nm1h America may be required. Qualified
crmdidatcs will possess n BSEE/BSEET.

Dallas

1968

As a member cf ihe
Guard you can attend
a public college or uni·
versity in Florida with the
Education Dollar8 for
Duiy Program. This

is a great opportu·
nity to serve florida. earn a paitrime salary and
enjoy the benefits nf a higher education.
CALL TODAY

SFC
Jeff Nelson

FLORIDA

The Technology of Knowledge.
Irvine

.FLORIDA SlNCE

858-5983

GenRad
San.Jose

CENTRAL

Join the Florida Armv National
Guard and we'll pay your tuition?

We offer a highly competitive salary and a generous benefits package that includes 3 weeks vacation to start,
100% tuition reimbursement up to $6,000 annually. 401 (k}, stock purchase plan, medical benef'rts and more. For
immediate consideration, and the opportunity t:o arrange an on-campus interview, please contact the University of
Central Florida, Career Resource Center, or forward your resume to: Human Resources, GenRad, Inc., 7 Technology
Park Drive. Westford. MA 01886-0033; Fax: (978) 589"2091; E-mail: jobs@genrad.com. For more information about
GeriRad, please visi1: our vveb site: http://www.genrad.com. We are an equal opportunity employer committed to
building a d"averse workforce. M/F/DN.

Boston

UNIVERSITY OF

Did You Pay College
Tuition This Semester?

Associate Test Engineers

WolfPack Development P'r ogram

CFF SERVING THE

r-·

Career Opporturlities At Gen8ad
Account Executives

•

'

we are more than able to do just
that - and we plan to do so well
into the next century. So renew
the ambition and entrepreneurial
spirit that made you the talent that
you are. .Join forces with GenRad.

Portland

•••
•
•
•

_.tu. . .e. ___s___
d ___
ay_
., - -·

sunday

.•

Orlando

Detroit:

'~
•CM
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YOUR TIME IS VALUABLE!!
Patient Services Rep - Int'! cosmetic Representatives earn $500-$1,000 +per
surg. prac. seeks prof. w. strong appt.
month. Flexible hours. Call pre record- Full student services offers: *word processing for term/research papers etc.
setting/cust. svc. skills to assist busy
ed information 672-7141.
scheduling dept. Strong phone, inbound .,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _""I *Note organization *Research Assist.
LDS? LET'S GET TOGETHER!!
VALET RUNNERS/GREETERS
INTERNET SALES - Visit
Free Pickup/Delivery Call 407 /525& outbound, computer skills, organized
The Latter-Day Saint Student
*Flexible Hours *Great Pay *Good
www.bulletinboards.com/campus
Association wants YOU!!
3302 or email fss1219@aol.com
Fr,
Tues-Sat.,
Sun&
flexible,
PT
&
Driving Record Apply at Marriott
Part Time Position
Thurs. Call 407/875-2080 x 217.
Call Carl Schefer at 365-7875 or
Downtown (244-7460) or Omni Int'l
MAKE EXTRA CASH NOW!
366-6220 for more details!
Motivated people earn between $10-14
Drive (351-0054) Mon.-Fri., 8am-5pm
SALES ASSISTANT POSITION
BECOME AN ON CAMPUS REP.
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST - - - - - - - - - - - - per hour. No cold calling. Medical or
Food distribution/Interact
FOR SOFTWARE SALES COMPANY,
GQ/COSMO
Sales background preferred.
7:30 PM FRIDAY NIGHTS
30 hrs wk/Pay Rate $6.50-$8.00
RESPONSIBILITIES INCLUDE DISPERSONALITIES NEEDED FOR EXPANSION
STUDENT UNION KEY WEST
Contact Gary at 857-9195 or
TRTIBUTION OF FLYERS AND
Florida Mall Limited is ~ooking for
SECOND FLOOR
OF DYNAMIC YOUNG PROMOTIONS co.
positions in sales associates and
grikard@swissconnection.com
POSTERS. COMMISSION ONLY.
EXCEPTIONAL INCOME. FRIENDLY, PRO- cashiers for the holiday season. Begins
CALL BOB FOR DETAILS AT
Attention Students, Faculty & Staff _ _ 9_ 007
1 800 67 7
FOR RENT SALE FESSIONAL ATMOSPHERE. NEED INDIVIDU- November I st-January 6th. Employee Now hiring for part-time flex. positions.
ALS wrrn POSITIVE ATTITUDE AND SHARP
discounts available -- up to 50%
Order takers, telemarketing, convention Discover Love & Romance, Discover
1992 M da Mi
5 d I
I
APPEARANCES. CALL JOE AT
Call Today 859-9960
hosts, party attendants & more!
az
ata, sp 'p w, cc,
(407) 381-3394 (DAY) OR MICHELLE AT
Hidden Talents & Skills, Learn to Read
am/fin radio w/ cassette & cd player,
Perfect
for Christmas cash! Nesco
December
Grads
-All
Majors
others right instantly: All through
head restraint speakers, spoiler, upgrad<_4o_7_)2_0_7_-7_1_2_5_(E_VE_NIN_G_)_ _
Service Co. 422-0018.
Welcome To Apply -- CAREER
Handwriting Analysis. Dr. John R.
ed rims. New tires. Many extras. White
Church Nursery Worker Needed:
OPPORTUNITY in sales with Fortune
Grace, CHIVA@ 407/679-6590.
w/ blk interior. Garage kept. Excellent Permanent part-time position needed to
CUSTOMER SERVICEffELEMARKETING
500 Financial Services Firm. Contact
care for small children in a church nurs$7.25 PER HOUR GUARANTEED
condition. $8,900 - 407/365-4519
Campus Representative
Momma Lissa's Typing Service ._D-in-ett-e-Se-t---C-re_m_e-ba_s_e_w-it_h_IlllIT_·_o_r-on-1 ery environment. Must be dependable
Chris Phillips at 366-7704!!
Perfect for day time students! Marriott
Resumes, papers, articles, flyers, bancreme,
and good with infants, toddlers. Wed.
Vacation Club International is seeking
W'll rf
h k d
top.. v~lass topper. 4 Ch.,;rs
""
RE E
c N
ners, etc. 1 pe orm spe11c ec an
nights and Sun. mornings. Approx 5 hrs DOWNTOWN AL STATE o. EEDS: career minded individuals to work partwhite with hints of mauve. $300 obo
save to disc. Quality work at an affordper week. $7.50 per hour. 366-2516
a receptionist, PT, multi-line phone
time with full-time pay! No selling, No
call 650_0594 ,· ·'
· ·
kill
able price. Call Lissa@ 645-2773
L----...::.:.=-::.:..:...:.:..:....:.:..:.....____,..M:"':""Y-STE_R_Y~S:-H-OP-P-ER_S_NE_E-DE...D--FO..R_L_OC_AL-j exp., good commumcatton s . s,
cold calling, paid training, start immedi- . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - -...
1986 Honda Accord 4dr DX 5 spd man- BUSINESSES. GET PAID TO SHOP! PLus,
basic computer skills, $7 /hr.
ately, top bonus program! To find out
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!
ual new stereo/cassette player, 100% GET FREE MEALS, MERCHANDISE & MORE! ..,.__ _c_all_Je_n_m_·fi_er_@_4_2_2_-1_000
_ _ _-1 more please call for your appt. today!
GRANTSANDSCHOLARSHIPS
FOR FREE INFO. SEND A #10 SELF(407)888-9599 x 3930. EOE M/F/DN.
reliable, drive anywhere. minor body
AVAILABLE FROM SPONSORS!
damage. $1,800. 782-6666 or 856-0989
A Beautiful hotel located near UCF has
A new career awaits you!
NO REPAYMENTS, EVER!! $$$
ADDRESSED STAMPED ENVELOPE TO S&J
the following positions available:
CASH FOR COLLEGE !! $$$
MKTG, 10151 UNNERSITY, PEPI'. CF,
Bellperson, Cooks, banquet set up/servRoom to Rent in my home.
Front Desk Help - Casselberry Gym
FOR MORE INFORMATION
o_RL_AN_oo_,_32_8_1_1_ _ __.... er, hostess, restaurant servers, cocktail PT, $5.50 per hour. Light cleaning. No
$275.00/mth Access to kitchen facili- ....._ _ _ _
CALL: 1-800-243-2435
ties, W/D. Looking for Honest, HardPOSITIONS AVAILABLE - servers, servers, bartender, maintenance techniWeekends!! Call 830-4961
working person. Off Dean Rd. Must
course maint., cart staff, prep cooks & cian, kitchen utility. Apply in person to:
have a Job!! Please Call:407/306-9975
dishwashers. Fr/PT, flexible hours.
Holiday Inn Select
SERVICES
Interlachen Country Club
located at 12125 High Tech Ave.
1993 Honda Civic, 51K miles, excellent
2245 Interlachen Ct. WP DFWP
Orlando FL 32817
condition. $8500 obo. Bicycle CANEOE/DRUG FREE WORK PLACE
Earn
Bookkeeper Wanted
NONDALE Hybrid, 21 spd, great con$750-$1,500/week
Part time at Citrus Bowl. Responsible
dition. $250 obo. Jane - 365-8617
WANTED! A few good men & women Raise all the money your group needs Credit Card fundraisers for fraternities,
for A/P, payroll and sales reports.
by sponsoring a VISA Fundraiser on
interested in combining an interest
sororities & groups. Any campus orga1996 Honda Civic EX, 4 door, sunroof, Position requires word processing and
your
campus. No investment & very lit- nization can raise up to $1000 by earnin
the
environment
with
a
career
loaded, excellent condition, white,
data entry skills. Ideal candidate would
ing a whopping $5.00NISA applicaMUST SELL!! Please call Kevin or
be available for major events and two in sales. We represent a major manufac- tle time needed. There's no obligation,
so why not call for information today.
turer in the Air Quality Industry.
tion. Call 1-800-932-0528 x 65
Dena at 366-2384.
half days each week during business
Call 1-800-323-8454 x 95
Call 366-7519 for more information!
Qualified callers FREE T-SHIRT.
Asking $14,999/obo
hours. Call 849-2591 for an appt.

CLUB INFO

HELP WANTED
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FREE
T-SHIRT
+ $1000

.

Looking Ut ·earn Some extra money?
Need to sel' sometbmg,, b,u y sometbmg?
The CFF eta~eds. reaelt thousands
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.ev.ery :We~esday 'i bis faD.
Call 9~'1~18f!9 18tl~y to ~··~ ~d~ertising.
@
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· Plano• Brass• Woodwinds
Computerized Theory

.

.;.~---·~""-·~A"»

•

(

,.,-,_. .

679-5144
Complete Line· Of
Fresh: Silks, Plants,

KAREN SHEARER
Private Music Instruction
Specializing tn Teaching Begtnners
Ot All Ages
Winter Park
(407) 671-6021

Flowers

la -· <&-- ~"' cff~(flD~~· ·1

Fax:679-6787
15% Discount to
All Students &
Faculty with I.D.

TEN YEARS SERVICING THE COMMUNITY
Wire Service or
Delivery available
over phone with
Major Credit Card
"Same Day Delivery"

A Full Service Florist
10069 University Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32817
(on the comer of Dean & University, in the Publix shopping plaza)
wire service excludes discount www.allinbloom.com delivery service excludes discount

We service to
ALL parts of
the country
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This Good for this Little?
Full-Flavored

~3.99.
M-W Only

Tef
F
~3.99
DINN ER

0

0

M-W Only

Over 6 ounces of zesty, smoked,

Bar-B-Q Beef. Hand-cut & piled high. Includes garlic toast and

Student Center site
helps plan school,
career objectives
By STEVE BARNES
Web Editor
CYBERSPACE - If you ever
have wished you had a personal
career/academic advisor, you
can stop wishing. The Student
Center, an on-line resource
designed to help students plan
school and career objectives,
may be just what you need.
This comprehensive site
includes information on topic')
including planning for graduation, examining career goals,
obtaining internships, creating
resumes
and
researching
prospective employers.
One section, From Here to
Eternity, lays out guidelines for
establishing career goals and
completing college as part of a
traditional four-year program.
(This might be of special interest to students at U. Can't
Finish.) Included in the timeline section is information
regarding matching skills and
interests with work, getting
internships and preparing
resumes. It also includes tips on
applying for graduate schools,
including timetables for submitting applications and scheduling entrance exams.
The Interview Planner section
gives an overview and examples of successful cover letters,
thank you notes and tips on
interview wardrobe selection.
While some of the tips given
may seem like common sense,
recent surveys have shown that
employers widely regard lack
of professional appearance and
behavior as serious problems
among young applicants. The
information is worth reviewing
even if you feel you have
strong skills in this area.
This section also includes job
search techniques, including
tips on how to do on-line
research into companies you
are interested in approaching.
Arming yourself with information about a prospective
employer allows you to eliminate those whose corporate philosophy clashes with yours. It

also gives you an edge over
other applicants by giving you
something to discuss with your
interviewer and allowing you to ,
ask intelligent questions. By
exhibiting some know ledge of
the company, you show you are
seriou.s about landing the job.
A link is also provided to
Inroads, a not-for-profit organization which provides help to
minority students wishing to
make advances into the corporate world.
Getting a Job is an integrated
database of more than 35,000
employers which can be sorted
by keywords, area code or state.
When I tried to access the database, a message appeared on
the screen informing me the site
was being upgraded and to try
back in a few days.
For those who wish to pursue
something other than a graduate
degree or a traditional job, The
Road Less Traveled provides
information about opportunities
with volunteer and not-forprofit organizations. The array
of opportunities is quite broad
and you are likely to find something of interest even if you
already have established your
career goals. The site provides
links to such sites as the
American
Red
Cross,
AmeriCorps,
Earth watch,
Greenpeace and Habitat for
Humanity. Each of these and
dozens of others provide opportunities for volunteer and/or
paid positions and information
on how to get involved.
Overall, this is a great site;
informative, diverse and well
organized. You'll want to add
this one to your bookmarks and
check back at least once or
twice each semester to help
keep yourself on track and on
time. The Student Center can be
found
at
http://StudentCenter.com/wher
e/where.htm (note the caps)
If you know of a web site that
would be of interest to our readers, drop me a line at newsgu y @usa.net and I'll try to
review it in a Future article.

your choice of tw_
o: cole slaw, bar-b-q beans or french' fries.
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Oust r:her:k out the FR~I e11tertai11me11t lineup for this week)
Upcoming Events

Seniors go out in style
FromPAGE20
road game against USF.
Menchikova says this trip will
give UCF further opportunity to
gain more national recognition.
We are so upset [about not
being nationally ranked] that it
motivates us"," Menchikova said.
"That's why we came out today
and basically killed Stetson
today, because we are so upset
that we want to show people that
ranking doesn't matter. "The
game against USF will be good
for us. It will give us a final mea-

suring stick before we go into the
NCAA's."
Menchikova added that she
expects juniors Amanda Fielding
and Lisa Liljenquist to assume
the leadership roles left by the
seniors. Smith, however, said
recruiting will be a challenge.
"I'm recruiting and I am going
to recruit more internationally,
but as far as the process, here we
go again," Smith said. "My job is
cut out for me as far as the types
of players I have to replace and
the types of people I have to

Tai ftocsv lo1u\0R P1c·TuRi Saow
Wednesday, Od. 29, 8pm, Student Union West Plaza

Masquerade_ Ball
Friday, Od. 31, 8pm, Student Union West Plaza

Donnie Brasco
Sunday, Nov. 2 at 8pm, Student Union 3rd floor, Cape Florida

Knights ·of the Roundtable Meeting
Tuesday, Nov. 4 at 3pm, Student Union, Garden Key

Karaoke Knight
Tuesday, Nov. 4, at 8pm, Student Union, Locos

Sleepers

Photos by MIKE MARSHALL

Wednesday, Nov. 5, 8pm, Student Union, 3rd floor, Cape Florida

W~tc~

out for

t~os~ cr~zy Ca.bbi~s!

Funded by the Activity & Service Fee as allocated by SGA

Senior Renata Menchikov.a, above, had a game-high 17 kills in the
final regular-season home game of her career. Senior Suzie
Queisser, seen below with her parents, Quentin and Mary
Queisser, has been one of the main reasons the Knights' 60-game
TAAC winning streak is intact.

Student Union Room 215 or call 823-6471 for more information

XOCHICA.LCD
UNIVERSITY
SittC!e 1974

Campuses in
Ensenada and Tijuana
Across The Border From San Diego

listed with W.H.O.
Four Year Program
V.A. and G. S .L Approved
Semester begins January 26, 1998

OaU or send away for more info

1 (888) 429·4044 or l (619) 426 . .6383

P.O. Box 6044
Chula Vista, CA 91909
http!//www.ceux.mx
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-Senio1 Knights

SeniOr Maribel Marcos, left,
with Coach Laura Smith,
will leave behind her twin
sister Anabel, who is a redshirt junior. Senior Tyra
Harper gives her mother, Pat
Harper, a hug during senior
night just minutes before
completing a 15-kill performance against the Hatters.
Photos by MIKE MARSHALL
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TRY EUROPE
FROM $148*

•

PLUS AFREE BEER
MUSEUM.TOURt

:ill€_.,$,,,_~ ...

_ .... >..-

FREE·- ---SUB
--- - - - ---- - ..

NEED A STUDY BREAK?

•

Duffy's Subs : Buy Qne Sub and Two:
10042 University Blvd.
Comer of Dean & University
(one mile west ofUCF)

32 oz. Drinks and Get

1

:

One Sub FREE

:

1
I
1

(Of equal or lesser value).
One coupon per visit.
Expires 11 /30/97

1
1
I

1

679-2448
_________
.. _- -- -- - - - - - - - - _.

,__

IN BRUSSELS
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
One Way to Brussels'. ..
Fall Bargain Fares

The Heart of Europe (and close to everything!)
from

NewYork
................ $148
(Newark)
Miami ..................... $168
Orlando ................ $199tt

•

SUNDAY .. 1°'JJ.1JRSDAY

Los Angeles ............. $198

0PE.N TILL

San Francisco .......... $198
•

•

& SATURDAY
UNTIL 12.: 00 MIDNIGHT

tThe first 100 students that ask for

OPEN

$5.00 LARGE CHEESE PIZZA
IS NOW AVAILABLE AT All LOCATIONS.

j,

(DINE.,IN OR TAKE~OUT ONLY. MUST SHOW VALID UCF ID).

The Airline of Choice to the Heart of tu rope

'f2269 University Blvd.
Orlando, E'L 32817

2140 Chicasaw Trail
Orlando. FL 32825

(407) 282~0505

{407) 277-3757

1003 Lockwood Blvd.
Oviedo, FL 32765
(407) 366-4511

Call your travel agent or loll-free

1-888-CITYBIRD
( l-888-248-924 7)
•

PM

A Free Beer Museum Tour when
booking reservations on CityBird,
will receive one free admission to
Belgium's famous Beer Museum at
the Grand Place in Brussels .

CifYBl!Jl,eam

•

11;00

FRIDAY

(Oakland)

•

•

~

.,..

Women's soccer vs. Auburn
at the UCF Arena Soccer
Field. Men's soccer at Florida
Atlantic Tournament in Boca
Raton, vs. Detroit-Mercy, noon

•

•
•
•

'Fall Bargain Fares for lravel through December 14 '97. subject lo availability Sale ends Sunday November 30. 1997 All fares are one-way plusapphcable laxes. (Taxes are SI 0from US lo Brussels and $32 lrom Brussels
lo US These laxes include security. auporl user lees and govt charges J Advanu purchase required for minimum economy fare. Trckels are refundable and changeable up lo 24 hours prior lo departure fora semce lee. Puces and
taxes are subject to change. ttFall Bargain Fares ool available in Orlando...Ghnslrras Day Student Specral subject lo availability. Tickets are non-refundable.Applicable faxes not included .

1595 E. Silver Star Road
Ocoee, FL 34761
(407) 521-5700

2845 Garden Street
Titusville, FL 32796
(407) 26~5555
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Harris leads soccer team
with four winning goals
From PAGE20
three goals in a pair of victories
over Florida International and
Florida Atlantic on the Oct. 17
and 19. The two wins helped the
Knights clinch the TAAC South
Division title.
Harris, who is a junior, also
earned a spot on the Soccer
America Team-of-the-Week last
season. She currently leads the
team with nine goals, four
game-winning goals and 20
total points. She has scored six
of her nine goals and 13 of her
total points against TAAC
opponents.

Men's soccer ineligible
for TAAC tourney
The UCF men's soccer team
lost at Stetson, 1-0, Oct. 22,
meaning the Knights are ineligible from the TAAC tournament.
In the loss, goalkeeper Tuomas
Tuomilehto had seven saves for
UCF.
UCF lost its second straight
TAAC game on Oct. 26, falling
to Jacksonville University, 2-1,

at the UCF Arena Soccer Field.
The Knights (10-6, 3-5
TAAC) outshot the Dolphins,
taking 14 on goal to JU's eight.
Milos Mamula's unassisted
breakaway goal early in the second half secured the victory for
Jacksonville, now 12-3-1 overall and 5-2 in the TAAC.
Jacksonville got on the board
first when Diego Gonzalez connected on a pass from Mamula
only 12 minutes into the game.
UCF battled back as Neil
Thompson scored from 15 feet
out off a pass from Rami
Vehmas. The Golden Knights
dominated the second half, taking two more shots and six
more corner kicks than the
Dolphins, but UCF was unable
to connect for more than the one
goal.
The Golden Knights will play
again Oct. 31 against Western
Kentucky University a:t Florida
Atlantic University in the
Florida Atlantic Tournament at
5:30p.m.

1

The Japan Exchan·ge and Teaching Program 1998
Teach English in junior and senior high schools in Japan
Learn about Japanese culture and people
Gain international experience

Requirements
• Have an excellent command of the English language
• Obtain abachelor's degree by June 30, 1998
• Be aU.S. citizen

•Be willing to relocate to Japan for one year

,.,,

..

Contact the Consulate General of Japan at World Trade Center Building, Suite 3200
80 S.W. Eighth Street, Miami, FL 33130
Call (305) 530-9090 or 1·800-INFO-JET

- Complied from CFF
staff reports

Pizza

Tuition

I

I

Dentist

l

'l

Guess whjch One can,t

FUTURE file photo

Sophomore forward Arno Nurmisto is one of 20 UCF players
who will return for the 1998 season.

Movies

Concerts

· Cabs

go on your MasterCard?
UNO's Is ~orvlng up opportonlty at lts

rewaroing bast at our brand new fullseivice, casual·themed restaurant in
Altamonte Springs. Here's your oppor·
tunlty to get in 011 the ground flQor for
exciting grcwth in a friendly, fast·

paced atmosphere - in one of our
Full and Part·time openings for:

.Server,
eCooks
• Host Ptoplt

e !Xsbwmlters
•lMCoob

STA Travel offers

•SdodP.,,

student discounts on

ePrepCooks

Gas

Shopping

Postage

DOMESTIC TRAVEL, too.
If you're ready to move ahead with a
dynamic national chain, team 4..IP with
ONO's today! Enjoy flexible shifts,
excellenl pay and benefits, and train·
log tor ~waiy position. Apply In per&on
M®'Frl between 8am • 5pm at 303
East Altamonte Drive, Altamonte
Springs, FL

Equal Opportunity Employer.

.

.

407-541-2000
Univ. Central Florida, Pegasus Circle
Building 52. Suite 102-A. Orlando. FL 32816

www.sta-travel.com

STA Travel...
the world's largest
student travel
organization.

. 'AJJe:> oi auo tsaq a4i Sf pJe) 4'!4M ssan6 o~ ,\sea ll sa>1ew 4'!4M
·sA.r~M Jo sa:>e1d aJow U! pasn aq ue) pJ~D ON ·pJE?JJa~sew moA uo 06 11e Ul?) J\a41 :v

f! ,

)
STA TRAVEL
We've been there.

•
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Fledgling football programs do battle again
•
•

•

•

What: Nov. l, Central Florida Golden Knights at Northeast Louisiana
Indians, 8 p~m.

By TONY MEJIA
Staff Writer
Like a mirage in the distance, the Golden
Knight football team has been looking forward to its encounter at No1'theast Louishma
like a dehydrated desert dwell ·r would ovet
a refreshing glass of water.
Final stop: Monroe, La.
Finally, UCF reaches the end of lh ir r hnl;
lenging road schedule at Northeast Loui 'iontt,
a third year Division I-A prognun who lu1s
struggled to make a name for thems lws
much like the Golden Knights have.
Last season, in their second year in I-A, the
Indians went 0-3 against the SEC, losing to
Arkansas 38-21, being embarrassed by
Mississippi State 59-0, and losing at Auburn
28-24 in their breakout performance. This
year, NLU has taken on Mississippi State,
Arkansas, Kentucky, and a pair of Top 25
schools in Georgia and Oklahoma State.
None of those big games have ended up in
the win column for the lnd~ans (3-6), who
will play in front of their home crowd for only
the third time all year. Sound familiar yet?
"We've had some success against the SEC,
but it's tough because of the caliber of competition and they have much more of an athletic budget than we do," said NLU coach Ed
Zaunbrecher, whose 1994 club won at UK,
21-14. "Very few independent teams can
compete, but we've had our moments in the
limelight."
NLU will be looking to deny the Knights a
winning record for the second consecutive
season. UCF (3-5) needs to win their remain-

ATA GLANCE

ing three games to avoid their second straight
losing record as a I-A member. In last year's
encounter at the Florida Citrus Bowl, NLU
quarterback Raymond Philyaw threw for a
whopping 479 yards and three touchdowns in
n 39 38 win over UCF. After a tough loss at
Ol':'orgh Tech the next week, the Knights were
nssm·ed the first losing season in the Gene

McDow 11

~ra .

"Wi had the game really under control,"
said McDowell, whose team led by 11 points
in the fourth quarter. "All of a sudden they hit
a touchdown pass on us, kicked the onside
kick and hit another touchdown pass."
Philyaw is gone, but top receiver Marty
Booker, who burned UCF for 218 receiving
yards and two TD's, and tailback Marquis
Williams, who carried for 71 yards and a 27yard scoring run in last year's game, return to
try to haunt the Golden Knights in a postHalloween affair. Daniel Jeremiah, a true
freshman, has taken over at quarterback for
the Indians, who are still looking for their first
win against a I-A opponent this season.
"It will be hard for us to score 39 points on
UCF's defense like we did last year,"
Zaunbrecher said. "Even if we did, we lack
the experience at quarterback to hang on to a
lead."
As the mirage representing the end of the
Knights' road slate comes into focus, it would
come as no surprise to see shades of an NLU
Indian trickling into UCF's reflection. Just
how similar these two programs are remains
to be seen.

Where~

Mal-0ne Stadiu~ Mpnroe> La.

Stadium Capacity; 30.427
Head, Coaches: UCF - Gene McD<>welt, 8~ 1l in his second year in
,Division 'l with the Knights .
NLU - Ed Zaunbrecher, 13-29 in fourth year with the Indians.
Series: NLU won last year'§ nieeti:ng in the florida Citrus Bowl, 39-38 .
The all-t?ne record between the.schools is 2..2.
Media: Radio - WINZ 740 AM.

Notes::
The Illdians came off a competitive showing at Mi'ssissippi State (~ 14cpoint loss) only to ~et drilled by Kentucky, 49.. 14, NLU reboqnded with a
28-21, overtime victory at Southwest Louisiana on Oct. .Z5 . ..• Running
back MarquikWilliams had 160 yatds and" four touchdowns on 32 carries
in the·Indians Win over SLU.... :bike UC~ NLU'is 0-4 .against SEC teams
and has played a Big 12 team (A 38~ 7 loss at,Oklahoma State) .... Former
Indian quarterback Raymond Philyaw had 479 yards passing in last year's
game at the Citrus Bowl. Freshmen Daniel Jeremiah is now in at quarterback {66 of 126 for 805 yards, three touchdowns and three interceptions).
... NL,U is ranked in bottom 20 among I-Ntealll$ in scoring otiense (15.4)
and total offense (287 .0 yards).
The .Knjgbt§ (3-5) are," a tw-0-tonchdowp fovorite on the road .... QqfUierback Daunte Culrepper threw .for 359 yards and uvotouchdowns
on"29 oompietions at Missis;sippi State, but needed S2 attempts to .do it.

He also spffer~ t;ree interceptions ... , "Mike Gtanl had one 9fhls betb!r
games agaitrst top ~mpetition rusljnj 13'times 67 yards and a toucbaown. Otan,t has 530 yar4s frol'.Il sc1imm~ge and b~s scored a team~lead
mg 12 touchdown~ (10 rushillg~ tw6' r;ceiVin~). ... The Knights' pass

for

wtfefense nad its ~blems ~~st ~e Bull®gs'.,i f1SU quarterback M~tt
"Wyatt' only had' eight cGlrlpletion&' bqt he still' th.kw far l71 yards . . ..
·:f>efenshte end•Jerdiaine 'Benoit neens.18 ·taclOes in the final .three games
'to become th¢ first singt~as~' 1-00'..taCkle Jineman'mschool history. ... "
$;Uety'~nnef~\Yasl:Wilgton J.s•· seI;:~{ld 9µlJie t~a.u witb 7Q'tackle$,
~:;.,

~

LATE TO CLASS?
Ride th:e LASER Shuttle!
+ C"eapl 25¢ Per·Ride
+ [>i~·count Passes AvaUable
~<' ON Ti~e! '.\

. ,\

·.

\

'

\

+,- .~o' ~Parkiflg H~ssl_e~~ & $$$
For Information Call:

.·~~~"\\

658-8492

University/Alafaya Corridor Transportation Association

sthomas@pegasus,cc.ucf.edu

PlrA1Y IT rA1GrA1111f1

SIP\llRlr~
USED & NEW SPORTS EQUIPMENT

Buy

* Sell * Trade * Consign_

PLAY IT AGAIN SPORTS
The Official Skate & Equipment
Retailer Of USA Hockey

*

*"1C.

l

**
""VjAmnr
* 1.\--:...
___ _
[]U100Uil@

10% OFF All Disc
Golf Equipment
with UCF student i.d.

7600 University Blvd.
Winter Park, Fl 32792

(407) 677-5007
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Kane and Plizga lead through example, character
FromPAGE20
playing so well and has such a
sophomores, which led head good shot, that· when we look to
coach Karen Richter to believe go to the goal we look to Danya."
Plizga said Kane is still making
this would be a rebuilding year.
Although it struggled at times in plays despite her lagging statisnon-conference games, the tics.
squad rolled through to a 6-0
"Sara is very good at making
conference record.
runs for people," Plizga said.
Richter directs a share of the "She gets open and can hold the
ball."
credit to her two senior leaders.
Plizga is a fifth-year senior
"Sara's normally a quiet person," Richter said. "But as the who is wrapping up a UCF playyear's gone on, I can hear her ing career marred by injuries ..
more and more on the field. And She redshirted in 1993 due to a
Karen is our oldest player, so she knee injury. After earning a startadds a lot of maturity on and off ing midfield role as a sophomore
the field. She sets a very good she injured her other knee in
example,"
·spring workouts last year, but
Kane has held a starting role as made a gutsy comeback to play
forward siP-ce her sophomore in nine games off the bench.
year. Last year she had season
"Coming back this year, I wanthighs in goals (seven) and points ed to contribute so bad," she
(17) and came into this year as said. "I've had so many chances
the second-leading returning to put the ball away this year."
scorer.
She did just that last week
So far this year she has just one against Stetson as she scored the
goal, but Richter ~ttributes it to winning goal in a 2-1 victory. It
the number of new faces on the was the first game-winner of her
team.
career.
"It's a different team, the
''Plitz has the ability to get the
offense isn't as dominating as ball forward as well as distriblast year's," Richter said. "She's ute," Richter said. "She has come
attracting a different level of up with really big defensive
attention."
plays covering th:e weak side.
And her offense has been a big
Kane agreed.
"It's a young team, and it's hard bonus."
Richter says that the contributo get as many scoring opportunities as last year," Kane said. tions Kane and Plizga may come
"And this year, Danya [Harris] is from having so much experience

•

Photos by MIKE MARsHALL

Junior Danya Harris, right, is the Knights' leading scorer with nine goals. Freshman midfielder Cally Howell,
above, will be playing in her first postseason game on
Nov. 6 in the TAAC tournament.
at the college level.
"Their roles are to assist in the
attack and to cover back on
defense, which experienced
players learn by playing the
game," she said.
"Our jobs are to create opportunities for scoring goals," Kane
said.
But as seniors, they 3.lso serve
the role as advisors. They have
combined to play in six conference championships, and both

feel that their experience
will help them lead the team in
the postseason.
"We've been here so much
longer, and we've been through
the TAAC championship," Kane
said. "Because it's such a young
team we have to lead through
experience."
Plizga said, "On the field, we're
all just position players. But
they'll ask questions about some
things; they lqiow we've been

there and know what it takes."
Richter feels that the experience they hand down to the
younger players will be key to
adding another TAAC championship to · the Golden Knights'
already ·impressive resume.
"We're looking for our older
players like Sara and Plit£to elevate the games of everyone
around them. Hopefully, it will
lead to success in the TAAC
championship and beyond."

•
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HouRS or OPERATION - FALL

Available

CHOSSltO;\DS CAFE
Monday - Sunday (Dinner): 5:00 pm - 7:30 pm
Saturday - Sunday (Brunch): 11 :30 am - 2:00 pm
Saturday - Sunday (Interim): 2:00 pm - 5:00 pm

Nov. 6th

Try our
Outdoor Grill

tr:--:1n:1.:.srrr 011'1 :w: Roo:v1

MONSTER SPUDS
At the Great Escapes
& Knight's Pantry
"The Meal With a Peel!"

Next to
Great Escapes

Cl~lll6A:tl
HOT Wings

6" Ham Sub
WI Chips & Lg. Soda

Appetizer!

$3.99
·9

UNIVERSITY DINING ROOM
Herb Roasted Ham
w/ Salad, 2 Vegetables
and Beverage

CR'Al'eDFES

BRUNCH BREADS
COFFEECAKE &
STRUDELS!

Pasta Primavera
$2.99
with Garlic Bread
$3.39

SPECIAL $3.50

16

17
Cl~lll6A:tl GEU'eDFES

Eggs Benedict

For Brunch

30

Pantrv

FABULOUS
DESSERT
BAR

7:30 am - 7:00 pm
7130 am - 2:30 pm

6

8

7
il:l~ii.~i;:i ~.,~~

Cl~lll6A:tl

Chicken Drummettes
w/ F.F. & Lg. Soda

Bagel & Cream Cheese
W/Lg. Coffee or Soda

$4.25

$1.89

Italian Night
PASTA
MADNESS

~~e

1inigl)te pantrv

41

14

13

12

15

13.nigl)te Pantcv
Bagel & Cream Cheese
W/Lg. Coffee or Soda

il:l~~~ji: 1 ;:-~.,~~

UNIVERSITY DINING ROOM

Clelll6A:tl

6"ComboSub
WI Chips & Lg. Soda

Tuna Salad
Croissant Sandwich

Chinese Bt1ffet

$1.89

$3.99

$2.59

01•ientol Ct1isine

~~e

19

18
~9e 1\nig9t~

Cl_.1116A:tl

20

tl:t~t;.~jf.:~;:~.,~j

UNIVERSITY DINING ROOM

Cl~lll6A:tl

eheeseburger

10 for

Soup "N" Salad
w/ Lg. Coffee or Soda

French Cuisine Special
BeefBurgundy Mondavi

FISH "N" CHIPS
w/Lg. Soda

'Iftan~giving

$2.95

$2.79

$3.95

$3.95

$3.49

'Dinner

~9e

1inigl)t! Pantrv

26

25
u:(~z.:.~'i.i ::;i:1.,;~

UNIVERSITY DINING ROOM

Jumbo Hot Dog

Breakfast Bagel
Sandwich

w/ chips & Lg. Soda

Roast Leg of Lamb
w/Salad, 2 Vegetables
and Beverage

$1.49

$2.99

$3.95

~

27

•

22

w/ F.F. & Lg. Soda

24

•

·AND

WILD WINGS

23
Specialty Desserts

Sub w/ French Fries
and Lg. Soda

11

10
Mandarin
Chicken

c1e1116A:t1

6" Grilled Chicken & Veggie

$4.89

c1e1116~1

Apple Pie&
Vanilla
Ice Cream!

CR'Al'eDFES

$3.95

UNIVERSITY DINING ROOM

Monday - Thursday
F'riday

5

4

1

CRE;\T ESC\PES

11:30 am - 1:30 pm

KNI GI ITS. P:\N1.RY {C.uwc111~nu: S1<>tt & Fi"h,im~ <;rill)
Monday - Friday
7:30 am - 7:30 pm

3

2
Cajun

Monday - Friday

1997

FAST BREAKS (CollegcofEduc•1io11)
Monday - Thursday
7:30 am - 7:30 pm
F'riday
7:30 am - 2:30 pm

28

•
29

•,

Happy Thanksgiving Weekend!

•
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. MSU's big plays doom Golden Knights
•
•

•

•

•

FromPAGE20
rather lose to a quality opponent
than beat a ho-hum, Sisters of the
Poor by 50. This game and the
game itself was 10 times more
exciting for me than· the game we
won [against Samford], 52-7. It's
frustrating to not win one of
those three games that were
down-to-the-wire you could have
won."
McDowell said the Bulldogs'
330-plus-pound linemen gave
UCF problems for most of the ·
game. MSU could have used the
extra blockers and simply ran
over the Knights but chose not
to, McDowell said.
"As big as their tackles and Quarterback Daunte Culpepper
guards are, we wouldn't have had fered three costly interceptions.
much of a chance if that's all they
did," McDowell said. "In my larly bad right now because we
opinion they could have done needed this one."
that all day - line up those three
One strong positive for UCF is
tight ends or two tight ends and the way it responded to a disascome mashing at us. As you can trous beginning. After an 84-yard
see, when those guys come out return on the opening kickoff,
of there at us, it was a joke. I was MSU needed only two Johnson
kind of happy they came out in runs to take a 7-0 lead. Even
the other things they did."
worse was the Knights' offense
Running back Mike Grant said going three plays and out on
another close game with a quali- . their first possession.
ty SEC team provided little com-.
But after forcing the Bulldogs
to punt on the next series, UCF
fort in the loss.
"We should have had this one," scored back-to-back touchsaid running back Mike Grant, downs. Eight- and 12-play drives
who finished with 67 yards and a were led by Culpepper's 11of13
touchdown on 13 carries. ' for 114 yards passing, including
"[Losing to MSU] hurts particu- a 13-yard touchdown to receiver

·Special to the FUTURE

had 420 yards of total offense and two touchdown passes but suf-

Siaha Burley to give the Knights
a touchdown lead.
The Knights had outgained
MSU 244 to 108 in the first half,
but Johnson helped the Bulldogs
hold on to the ball with 63 yards
rushing. Johnson, who thought
of coming to UCF, finished with
146 yards and four touchdowns
on 26 carries. McDowell said he
was impressed with Johnson's
talents from the tailback's days at
East Mississippi Community
College.
"I know James Johnson real
well," said McDowell of the 6foot-2, 233-pound tailback. "We
evaluated him thoroughly. He's

big, mean, fast, tough - he's a
helluva player. I knew that as
soon as we didn't sign him last
year. I said 'oh, no, we have to
play him next year.' He lives
right down the street and he's got
a kid, so I don't blame him. I'd
have come here, too."
UCF's offense moved at will in
the third quarter but failed to
reach the end zone. Fred
Waczewski field goals from 35
and 25 yards capped 14- and 12pla y drives, The long drives
couldn't match the one, cheap
drive by MSU. After a kick
return to their own 36, the
Bulldogs took only three plays

and 1: 12 to retake the lead. Wyatt
hit receiver Lamont Woodberry
on a 42-yard touchdown to give
MSU a four point lead at 21-17.
The momentum seemed to go
back to the Knights after a nineplay, 80-drive that ended with
Lee's touchdown. Burley had a
sensational game with nine
receptions for 138 yards a touchdown. His 34-yard reception
while diving away from the line
of scrimmage during the drive
was the play of the game. He
added the 2-point conversion on
Lee's score to give UCF 28-21
lead with 8:53 left.
But within four minutes of
trailing, the Bulldogs had taken a
7-point lead. Wyatt had firstdown passes of 36 and 37 yards
on two separate drives after long
kick returns to set up Johnson
touchdown runs. The 6-5 sophomore quarterback entered the
game having thrown nine interceptions, but had none against
UCF. He finished eight of 16 for
171 yards and a touchdown.
Wyatt and the entire MSU
offense's effectiveness surpassed
McDowell.
"I think they did a nice job on
first down," McDowell said.
"We were really stacking the
box against them and they did a
nice job coaching and executing
against our scheme."

Black &Gold

Queen
Alumni Association
UCF vs Eastern Michigan

Fat Tuesday's

Central Aorida Future

Jerry Maguire

Carnival

Ferris Wheel
Games on
the Green

Kelsey's

Medieval Times
Tilt-a-Whirl
Free Food

•
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SEC takes DUI Knights again
Bulldogs score 14 points during 4th quarter to beat Knights, 35-28
the lowest rated passers in the
SEC, gained large chucks of
yardage throwing downfield.
On paper, the matchup seemed
Those big plays nullified a
to be Mississippi State's plod- solid offensive and defensive day
ding, immovable objects against for the Knights, who dominated
UCF's quick defense and quick- the game statistically. The
strike offense. But in its 35-28
Knights ran more plays (84-54),
homecoming victory, MSU gained more yards (486-318) and
scored on drives of two, seven,
won time of possession by more
three, six and two plays.
than eight minutes.
The Bulldogs set up scores in
Coach Gene McDowell said his
almost every way possible. A
team has played hard this season,
Daunte Culpepper interception .
but losing to Mississippi, South
led to the game's final touchCarolina and MSU by a comdown, a 7-yard run by MSU tailbined 10 points has been difficult
back James Johnson. UCF's
for the team to accept.
special teams, usually a team
"The No. I thing is I'm proud
strength, allowed long returns
of the way my guys played so
that started three other scoring
that overrides the outcome of the
drives. Even Bulldog quartergame," McDowell said. "I would
back Matt Wyatt, who is one of
See MSU's, Page 19
By DEREK GONSOULIN
Sports Editor
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Special to the FUTURE

UCF coach Gene McDowell thought special _teams, usually a strength for the Knights, were a key
factor in the seven-point loss to Mississippi State.
.

Seniors set example for young team
By KEN JACKSON
Staff Writer
In two weeks, the UCF women's
soccer team will attempt to notch its
fifth straight conference title. With it,
a home game with the Conference
USA champion for the right to go to
the NCAA tournament.
Only two players have been around
for the past three TAAC crowns.
Seniors Karen Plizga and Sara Kane
make up the entire senior leadership
for this year's team.
Fourteen of the 21 players on this
year's team are either freshmen or
See KANE, Page 18

Women's soccer wins third straight

Photo by MIKE MARSHALL

UCF has been solid in the TAAC, winning all six conference games and
claiming the Southern Division crown.

UCF seniors say goodbye home, hello road
By JEFF CASE
Staff Writer
To UCF volleyball coach Laura
Smith, Oct. 21, senior appreciation
night, was a model of what true
coaching is.
"All these seniors mean everything
to me," Smith said. "I have taught
them as much as they have taught
me.
"I coach because of these kinds of
relationships [that I have with the
seniors] and the trust and willingness [that comes with them]. They
trust me and their willingness is
from that trust.
"I thank all my seniors because I
am demanding. That is what coaching is about. It's not about winning,
really, but it's about watching that
individual become what you know
they can become as an athlete, and
then hopefully they'll make that happen outside their life.
"You can't put a value on that feeling."
As a unit, seniors Tyra Harper,
Renata
Menchikova,
Maribel

games and have made two consecutive NCAA appearances. The quintuplet has a 28-3 home record, an
overall record of 71-24 and a perfect
TAAC conference record. Perhaps
most impressive is that the five
women have only been playing
together since 1995.
"We've always won a lot of good
games here," Harper said. "We won
the TAAC tournament here my
freshman year, we won our first bid
for the NCAA's here, so I have all
good memories from here."
But the seniors will not let nostalgia interfere with the rest of the season.
"It's sad, it's our last game at
home," Harper said. "[But] it's only
the middle of the season and we
have
a lot of games to go."
Photo by MIKE MARSHALL
·
The
strong foundation set by past
The Knights won their final home
senior
classes will entice quality
game in typical fashion; sweeping
players to UCF and should provide
UCF with a stable future, Harper
said.
Marcos and Suzie Queisser have
The team will spend the final
several records to their name. The
month on the road, ending with a
seniors have won two TAAC
Championships, two NCAA Play-In See SENIORS, Page 14

Ali Thomas came off the bench to score the gametying goal with 15 minutes to play and _Karen Plizga
scored her first career game-winner just four minutes
later to lift ~e UCF women's soccer team to a 2-1 victory against Trans America Athletic Conference rival
Stetson on Oct. 22.
The Hatters (2-10-2, 1-4-1 TAAC) broke open a scoreless match at 60:09 when Colleen Marscher blasted a
25-yard shot over the head of UGF goalkeeper Alyssa
O'Brien. The goal was the first O'Brien had allowed
against a conference opponent this season and broke her
string of 11 straight matches without allowing a conference goal dating back to Oct. 12, 1996 (A 1-0 loss to
College of Charleston).
Thomas tied the match at 1-1 at 75:41 when she followed up Monica Holschauer's shot that had hit the
crossbar with her first career goal. Plizga then scored
the deciding goal at 79:24 when she took a crossing
pass from Danya Harris and beat Stetson goalkeeper
Genevieve Roy from 10 yards away.
"They always play their best game against us," coach
Karen Richter said. "We allowed [a close game] to happen by not scoring early."
UCF (7-7-1 overall) ends its regular season conference schedule at 6-0.
"We accomplished our goal [of going undefeated in
conference]," Richter said. "We played a tough nonconference schedule. Those games make us stronger for
these games."
The Knights visited Cal-Irvine and San Diego State
on Oct. 27 and 28. Their regular-season finale is on
Nov. 2 against Auburn at I p.m. UCF has already
clinched one of the top two seeds and a subsequent firstround bye in the upcoming TAAC Tournament, Nov. 68 at the Eastern Division champion.
STETSON 0 1 - 1
UCF
02 -2
Goals:
Stetson- Colleen Marscher (unassisted), 60:09
UCF-Ali Thomas (Monica Holschauer), 75:41
UCF- Karen Plizga (Danya Harris), 79:24

Women's soccer player wins
national, weekly award
UCF women's soccer player Danya Hanis was named
to Soccer America's Team-of-the-Week after scoring
See HARRIS, Page 16
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